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CHAPTER -1 
The Statement of the Problems-
OviP rail prennrrie, at least-, two levels in the 
studies of the Shariah; first it as a reality, more 
lirt'tinely, manifestation of this reality through Wahy 
and the second level is about the process of 
interaction of Shariah with various social orders 
during the last fourteen centuries. Throughout the 
fieriod; foJlawerl after the glory of classical Muslim 
civilisation these two mutually exclusive levels have 
Jieen mi sunder stood hy both laymen and scholars. Apart 
from this aberration; they had committed another 
flli^ta^.•:es the mixing of their understanding of Shariah 
i.e. fiqh with the corpus of Shariah. This in turn 
resulted in their consideration of the former 
infallible and unchangeable as the latter undoubtly is.. 
n:i s present study forusses on these misconceptions 
and related issues. 
The intensity of this aberration is such that it 
strikes at the root of the Islamic Shariah! Tawhid. In 
ultimate analysis every thing in Islam including 
Shariah is emerging from Tawhid. Shariah is from the 
most perfect knowledge of Allah epitomized in the 
epistemological and legal dimensions of Tawhid. But 
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fiqh is emerging soleJy from human knowledge and 
endeavors. Ahmad Hasan quotes "the original meaning of 
ficjh i «• the under stand ing and knowledge of something. 
In this sense, fiqh and fahm atre synonyms. An Arabic 
JdJom gnep! 9-0 and PO neither understands nor 
comprehends^" . " The Our'avi uses the words Shi rah and 
Shariah in the meaning of din <religion) in the sense 
that it j ?. the Way ordained by God for man, or in the 
2 
sense that it is the clear cut path of God for man » 
Hurnan knowledge is imperfect, but Allah's 
knowledge is perfect and most accurate. Both fiqh and 
BharJah are different forms of knowledge but in 
diffej;:ent ranges and connotations s Allah's says! 
3 
"Verily God (alone) is all knowing all aware" 
Jf man is given only limited knowledge, it can 
never be the ultimate criterion in the framing of our 
.lega] structure. Only a Supreme Beings Will which can 
visualise the entire humanity in its true sense must be 
thf basis of aJ3 segments of human life, including 
legal. 
Mixing of Shariah with Fiqhs Anti-Tawhidic Approach: 
Holy Qur'an says about the infinite dimensions of 
Tawhid J-rr a moving way. 
Bay: "If al] the sea were ink for my Sustainer's 
words, the sea would indeed be exhausted ere my 
Bu^tainer's words arp exhausted. And (thus it would be) 
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if we were to add to it sea upon sea". 
A]lah'r- tiniqueness in the realm of knowledge is 
beautifully constructed in this verse. It is in 
(oiiformjty with the Mtislim tradition to view Tawhid 
operating through two diametrically opposed ways." 
positive and negative, but in the ultimate sense 
conveying the one and the same reality: the Supremacy 
cf the Divine Wil3 and the perishability of human will 
and endeavors. At the operational level, Tawhid 
^encompasses a] 3 known and unknown sectors of human life 
and channel it in an unimaginable way by delivering 
human beings Iforrri/the political, cultural, economic, 
legal and religious yokes of all but Allah. If one is 
not taking in to account of these wider implications of 
Tawhid, it becomes impossible for him to evaluate the 
dynamism of Islam and its ^hariah. This seemingly 
disparaging approach toward the intellectual 
potpiit j al 3 tie? of man doesn't preclude him from 
becoming the master of his own destiny and thus 
iichievjuc; pf^ r f ect i on. Rather Tawhid frees him from all 
forms of slavery and makes him aware of an illuminating 
world which lie? invisible but emotionally attainable 
even during one's earthly life . 
The most important aspect of Tawhid is that, on 
the one hand it makes man aware of the fallibility and 
?ubjertjVjty of human wisdom by setting for him a clear 
understanding of the essence of man and on the other 
hand opens for him boundless possibilities of knowledge 
and action by connecting his fallible perception with 
thf- Wahy! the infallible knowledge. 
Islam doesn't discourage the urge for change and 
prfigress inherent in the essence of man, but only 
controlling it by giving new outlet through the crystal 
fle-ar Bhariah, At the same time it is concerned about 
man arrogating to himself to the status of Law-Givers 
(Shari), he is on.1y Faqihs one who understands the 
Shariah in the light of Shariah, further he is expected 
to transform these understandings to face the 
challenges of the day to day life. In other words 
Bharjah visualizes man as such and God as such. God 
commands and man obeys. But man has been urged by the 
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DJvJne Wi}.3 to ponder over the realities, in case he 
doesn't get any direction form Qur'an and Sunnah. It is 
liifr duty to us-e hj?^  intellect to formulate new 
principles, but ofcourse with out directly or 
jnciirertly breaking any injuction of Shariah. Here 
cornes the question of Ijtihad. The Holy Qur'an says, 
"For every one of you we have ordained a divine 
6 law and an open road „ 
Two things are coming out of this verses Shariah 
and an Open Road. The Open Road'(Minhaj) is nothing but 
the mechanism for temporal legislation. Every time re-
discovery of this open road is a must to equip the 
Ummah with the mechanism to face the ever changing 
social conditions. Allah has eloquently promised 
fUfcess, giiide lines and insight into the problems to 
those exert on His path. Qur'an clarifies this '• 
"Put as for those who strive hard in our cause-We 
shall most certainly guide them on to paths that lead 
unto Us"'' 
This impetus of Shariah has been further 
illustrated in the famous conversation between the Holy 
Messenger and his companion Muadh Ibn Jabals when he 
<Muadh ibn Jabal> was being sent (as governor) to 
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YfiTipn, the Prophet asked hirns "How will you decide the 
cases that will be brought before you? Muadh replied." 
"I ?>hal3 decide them according to the Book of God"-"And 
if you find nothing concerning (a particular matter in 
the Book of God)-- "Then I phall decide it according to 
the Sunnah of God's Messenger". - "And if you find 
lathing about it in the Sunnah of God's Messenger?" 
"Thenr" replied Muadh", I shall exercise my own 
judgment (ajtahidu hj-rayi) without the least 
hesitation" There upon the Prophet slapped him upon 
the rhest and said, "Praised be God, who has caused 
r 
the messenger of God's Messenger to please the 
attg^' „ 
.Tn short God revesiled his laws to become the 
l j 
guide lines for mankind, also inherent in the law is 
immense potentialities for movement and creativity. 
Allama Iqbal has called this mechanism! Ijtihads 
9 Principle of movement in the structure of Islam » 
Getting inspiration from the sublime Qur'an and 
(Sunnnah)early doctors of Islam became the champions of 
dynamj f-ffiS do7e\ift of new schools were born and each 
school tried to see Shariah in the light of Shariah. 
The result was not an unified fiqh, but mutually 
contradicting schools. Reasons for this divergence were 
many! diff£>renres of scholars in their personal and 
IQ 
ological or ientatiovis, time, pilace etc. All these 
factors played crucial roles in the formation of 
varjoup ?.fhoD]p. .Tn the beginning these differences had 
been a bless. It enabled Shariah to respond to the 
uefriiT. of various sorjaj groups who came in the the fold 
of Islam, the developments were in the direction 
[•ojiited out by Ho]y messenger". "The differences of 
opinion among the learned of my community a^re a sign of 
•10 God's grace" 
Put later every thing moved in an opposite 
direction. As rightly observed by one of the most 
<'rjginal scholars of Islam. "As things stand at 
present, nobody in his senses can claim to discern an 
{•vjdenre of "God's grace" in the dissensions and 
differences of opinion which have converted the modern 
world of Islam in to a formless, chaotic, culturally 
unproductive mass of humanity. Lacking fundamental 
<;greement as to what the socio-political law of Islam 
really implies, these dissensions and differences of 
(•pinion do not increase our creative powers rather they 
increase our doubt, our despondency our cultural 
itefeatism, and our disgust with ourselves and with our 
ideological heritage" 
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All 3 lite) 1 ertual attitude (inferiority compleK 
coupled with intellectual poverty) of scholars and 
)ayiTieri of post classical period caused such cultural 
and legal unproductivity. People conveniently forgotten 
the fact that the various understandings of Shariah 
(various schools of law) formed through the process of 
P.hfiriah's interaction with various social orders are 
not Bhariahr but legal deductions of a scholar or va 
<iroup of pchoJars. The result was a blind imitation of 
the thoughts of these early scholars who themselves 
ctiriii't c3aim any such imriisputed following! Abu Hanifah 
says" It is not right on the part of anyone to adopt 
v.'hat we opine unless he knows from where we derived 
it"; Imam Malik says" I am but a human being I may be 
wrong and J may he right. So first examine what I say. 
If it complies with the Book and the Sunnah, then you 
may accept it. Put if it does not comply with them, 
then you should reject it"? Al-Shafii sayss "if ever I 
opine jn deviation from a Tradition, then you should 
follow the Tradtion and never imitate me. And if a 
report is .later authenticated as being a Tradition, 
then whatever I had opined to it is no more valid, and 
you should only follow the Tradition"; Ibn Hanbal/syas s^  
"Do not imitate me or Malik, or al-Shafii, or Al-
Thawrj, and derive directly from where they themselves 
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•1? had derived" 
Knowingly or unknowingly both laymen and jurists 
of later centuries accorded infallibility and 
universality to the thoughts of these early doctors of 
law, ignoring the inherent fallibility of human wisdom. 
Jn other words they identified fiqh with Shariah, 
Gradually the hollowness of the fiqh became visible 
t;nc< finally led to the rejection of Shariah from the 
/social and legal sphere of Ummah for want of dynamism 
<-;nd flexibility. Had they distinguished the sterile 
legal deductions of post classical jurists from the 
firistine Bhariah, they would have thrilled at the 
simplicity and the adaptability of Shariah, No other 
reason has contributed much to the backwardness of 
^mmah than this basic misconception about Shariah, as a 
result of this the door of the Ijtihad was closed, 
creativity and fresh discoveries in almost all sectors 
<if Hiislims were disappeared. 
Inspite of all these cultural and legal 
faJamities, a number of scholars of high caliber 
appeared from time to time, who strongly refuted blind 
imitation and legal dogmatism. During the fifth century 
Ibn Hazm of Cordova (384-456 A.H.) opposed the 
arbitrary amplification of Shariah through legal 
13 
dpdut t-jons- and upfu^ ld the pristine clarity of Shariah. 
Later Hanhali scholars likes Ibn-Taymiyah and Ibn al--
Oayyifii. pJoquently argued for the opening of the door 
of Ijtihad, getting inspiration from them liuhammed Ibn 
' Abde.1 Wahab and the movement named after him argued 
for more enlarged Ijtihad. The present century 
witrie?.?%ed another pro-Ijtihadi movement which stressed 
mainly the political and social emancipation of Ummahs 
Ha?-ari-A3 Banna and Byed Outb of Fgypt and Abul A" la 
Maudoodi of Indo-Pak subcontinent led this movement. 
Another movement is also worth to notes liuhammed Abdahu 
pioneered that in his effort he was helped by Rashed 
Rida, the celebrated editor of Al-Manar. liuhammed Asad 
(1900-92), a Jewish revert to Islam who ultimately 
became one of the brilliant minds of modern Islam 
worked on the same topic and made significant 
fontributjon to distinguish Shariah from fiqh. All 
these scholars condemned the dogmatic rigidity of 
conservatives and the self destructive liberalism of 
the so-called modernists. They tried to uphold the 
middle path of Shariah against all reactionary 
tendencies alien to the true spirit of Shariah. liuhammed 
Asad, 3)1 his rlasfoc work, "Islam at the Cross Roads 
(first published in Delhi in 1934), identified some 
Jiafic flaws in the understandings of Shariah. This was 
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3ater developed by him in his work on the? role of state 
in Islams The Principles of State and Government in 
.Tslfim, University of California Press, •1961. He argued 
for certain revolutionary steps in the codification of 
Phariah. He writes ! "On the other hand, we can't 
successfully maintain this validity <the eternal 
validity of Bhariah) and this quality (unchangeable 
flfdality of Shariah), unless we summon our courage to 
f-eparate with an utter disregard for all conventional 
attachments, God's true Shariah from all man made, 
(ieriurtive, fiqhi lawp. Briefly, the reduction of 
Islamic Law to its original and extent -the plain, self 
-evident (7ahir) unequivocal ordinances of Qur'an and 
Bunnah~is the only way for the Muslims to regain a 
genuine understanding of Islam's ideology, to over-come 
their cultural staganation and decay, to shed that 
pernirious automatism now so prevalent in religious 
thought, and to make the Shariah a living proposition 
•13 for and in an Islamic state" . Dr. Said Ramadan in his 
slamjc law Its Scope and Equity, (1970) has also 
dealt the jbroblem in a detailed way and proposed a 
number steps to uphold the purity of Islamic Shariah. 
Against this back drop an attenmpt has been made 
here to show the true nature and scope of EJhariah, in 
other words! Shariah, the Real Perspective. After the 
15 
hrjefjiig of the problem in this chapter the study 
begins in the second chapter with an account on the 
fmergence of Fhariah from the Divine Will and its 
relation with Din., The third chapter carries 
reflections on the only original source of Shariah the 
Holy Qur'an and the Sunnab. Fourth chapter deals with 
thf rfaJ nature of the secondary sources. Fifth chapter 
speaks of Shariah's interaction with fiqh and the 
formation of various schools. The final chapter is 
about the methodology of Shariah i.e. the way the law 
is promulgated. Borne concluding remarks have been also 
made in the same chapter 
Tfip Gist of the Study 
Islamic Bhariah is entirely different from all 
other systems, 
b- Bhariah has only two infallible and unchangeable 
sources: the Holy Qur'an and the Sunnah. 
(~ Fiqh and Bhariah are two different concept; fiqh 
is the result of man's fallible deduction, but 
Bhariah is orie dimension of the infallible Divine 
^ Will, there may be change in fiqh, especially 
those connected with socio-political life of 
Ummah. 
i(- Based on a firm theoretic£^l foundation Shariah 
permits a lot of flexibility. 
IS 
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CHAPTER - Z 
The Divine Will, Din and Shariah 
All import ant question connected with the Shariah 
is about its relation with Divine Will and Din? more 
precisely how does Shariah emerge from these two. It is 
here Shariah differs form all other systems whose 
fourcf in the ultimate analyse is fallible and 
subjective human will, what ever the system may be 2 
VoJksgeist of Savjngy, Austin's Command of Sovereign or 
kelsen's Grundnorm All these systems, however mutually 
exclusive appear to u?-, have one thing in commons their 
origin in human endeavors and absolute freedom given to 
human beings (it doesn't matter whether it is an 
individual or a parliament) to repeal the law? the 
3ogic is simple the creator has the power to change or 
repeal it. Shariah refutes this basic western notion of 
Jaw. Shariah sees its origin in the all embracing 
Divine Will which is beyond the time and fixes Shariah 
for ever and simultaneously opening avenues for 
dynamism with in its spectrum, Qur'an sayss 
"For every one of you we have ordained a divine law 
•1 
and an open road." 
Put- af- iiotf'd eJse where, it is different from all 
other systems. J. N. D. Anderson after speaking about 
thp evolution of Rnmnn law observes: "Essentially then, 
Roman law represents a law devised by men for men, a 
master pi ere of mature legal deliberation. It was 
therefore a law that could be changed if circumstances 
«o required, in murh the same way in which it had been 
2 formulated" . But Islamic Iciw (and to lesser extent 
many other legal system of the Orient) is essentially 
flifferent, for it ip- regarded fundamentally as divine 
law- and, as such, as basically immutable". Shariah is 
ii syptem which has emerged form the immutable Divine 
will to unify human relationship in all its 
iiiaiii f pstati ons. Put Western law, as observed by 
Anderson, is purely human both in its origin and 
apf]ication. It is a system made by man for by the man 
and applied by him at his sweet will. Islam (the 
fmbodiment of the Divine will for entire humanity) has 
two dimensions, i.e. a Doctrine' and a H\)ay' , both are 
Divine in their origin, but their operational fields 
are different. The Doctrine i.e.! Din clarifies most 
fundamental metaphysical questions like Oneness and the 
Supremacy of God, eschatological descriptions, the 
Prophethood etc. But the Way; Shariah controls human 
actions through categorizing and drawing clear line for 
their per f ormaiires, Fimct.ional 1 y both sire standing for 
same purpose, to channel all human actions? both mental 
unci physical towards unity or to enable human beings to 
make their actions in line with the Divine will as much 
••; 5 nfj s s i h 1 e . 
Din g i v e s m a n a clear p i c t u r e of God and other 
metaphysical realities, thus mentally preparing him for 
total submission to Allah. Shariah on its part touches 
every outer shade of his private and public life, in 
other words man Jn Islam doesn't find lack of direction 
in any of his personal and social sphere. Islam has got 
only one Din, biit many Bhariahs. Shariah given to 
Prophet Moses, Jesus differs greatly from that given to 
Holy Messenger Muhammad. Since Din bears trstns 
historical realities, it seldom needs change- But the 
tiietharijsm through which this doctrine is to be realisied 
should be adaptable, since this process of realising is 
very much related to fastly changing social conditions. 
It is axiomatic that the only one authentic bearer of 
r^ hciriah' form Allah is the Messenger. The Holy 
Messenger Muhammad, is the last and final Messenger, 
iA^d so Shariah Muhammadia is the final and unchangeable 
Shariah of Islam, As far as the response to the fastly 
changing society is concerned, it ce^ rries the agent of 
dynamism with it; Ijtihad. As noted elsewhere it is 
The profipr kpy which helps one? to cope with the fastly 
moving event, keeping himsei^' with in the range of 
Hhariah. lioucioodi writes s "^part from this Din there 
is the Shariah, the detaileci r.ocie of conduct or the 
(aiions comprising ways and moc'^^ O'f worship, standards 
of morals and life and laws that allow and proscribe, 
thi;t judge between the rigf't and the wrong. Such 
canon law has undergone amentirnents from time to time 
^with him a different Shariah to suit the conditions of 
his own peop3p .-did time. This process em-ied with the 
advent of Muhammad, the last prophet (blessings of 
AlJfth and pe^xce be upon him), who brought with him the 
final code which was to apply to all mankind for all 
times to come, Hjn has undei'-Sone no change, but all 
previous Sh«»riahs stand abi'ogated because of the 
(omprehensive Shariah that Muhammed (blessings of Allah 
and peace be upon him) brought with him. This is the 
/lituBX of the great proces® of training that was 
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started at the dawn of the hu^an er&" . 
Djn, the Conrppt Fxplainfid 
Dill, a term which is occurred in the Holy Qur'an, 
has been used at least in foUr perspectives, but all 
these urifoJd in one sinole conceptual entity: Supremacy 
nf A3Jah. The rt^ ason for this diverse use may be to 
clarify the meaning of the term through different 
Singles. AJlama Maudoodi writes about these four 
perspectives. 
.;) /^Sovere J gnty and Supreme authority 
b) Obedience and submission to such authority 
f) The system of thought and action established 
through the exercise of that authority, and 
ci) Retribution meted out by the authority in 
consideration of loyalty and obedience to it, or 
rebellion and transgression against it. And, as in 
other cases, the Qur'an employees the term on 
different occasions, in one or more of the above 
four senses, but where the intention is to imply 
the whole way, of life, it uses definite article 
5 
'al' before the word, to make it read ^al-Din" .. 
Following quotatJons from the Qur'an clarify the 
diverse use. 
"And HJs is a.l 1 that is in the heavens and on 
earth, and to Him <alone) obedience is always dues will 
6 you, then, pay reverence to aught but Him" ? 
"Do they seek, perchance, a faith other than in 
God, although it is unto Him that whatever is in the 
heavens and on earth surrenders itself, willingly or 
7 
unwillingly since unto Him all must return" . 
"Aird wjtha], they were not enjoined aught but that 
they should worship God sincere in their faith in Hirn 
<;lfitie, ttirning away all that i ?i false, and they should 
be constant in prayer; and that they should spend in 
thiirjty! for this is a moral law (Din) endowed with 
ever-^ trl'ue soundness and clarity . 
"And what could make thee conceive what that 
Judgment Day will be? (it will be ) a Day when no human 
i'eJng shall be of the least avail to another human 
being! for on that Day (it will become manifest that) 
9 
all sovereignty is God's alone. « 
Jn short Din is a comprehensive term which 
embraces all the above mentioned factors. Allama 
MaiidoodJ writes! there is perhaps no word in the 
terminology of any country or people- other than 
Jjltislims- which would comprehensively embrace alJo these 
•10 """^ 
factors" 
Rhariah s the t-prm pxpJainpd 
Literally, the word Shariah means "course to to 
the watering place" and resort of drinkers". The Arabs 
applied this term particularly to a course leading to a 
watering place, which was permanent and clearly marked 
out to the eye. Hence, it means the cJUrar path or high 
way' to be followed" 
It. j Si the way which leads one in to Islam. The 
technical use of this word goes back to some passages 
in the Gkir 'an . 
"And finally, (P, Muhammad) we have set thee on a 
way by which the purpose <of faith) may be fulfilled™ 
p.o follow thou this (way) and follow not the likes and 
•12 
dislika* of those who do not know (the truth)" 
'F"or every one of you We have ordained a divine 
Law apra an open road" 
"Jf. it that they (who care for no more than this 
world) believe in forces supposed to have a share in 
God's divinity, which enjoin upon them as a moral law 
•12 b iometXing that God has never allowed" 
"In matters of faith. He has ordained for you that 
which He had enjoined upon Noah and into which we 
9ave thee (0 liiihammed) insight through revelation -~ as 
well as that which We had enjoined upon Abraham and 
Mof-es and Jesus. Steadfastly uphold the (true) faith 
/ IPc 
and do not breakup your unity there in" 
Thepe verses clarify two important notions 
concerning Shariah. It emerges solely from the will of 
Allah and secondly it is obligatory in nature. More 
precisely, one ir- bound to fc»3. low the Shariah if he 
wants to be in the circle of Din. Two notions 
< or re<>poiici 3 ng to the above views should be kept in 
mind in any approach to Shariahs It must not be based 
on the fallibJe deductions of jurists, however^ 
knowledgeable they ara. Secondly, obligatory nature 
prf~supposes pristine clarity in the things to be 
followed. In short Shariah is only that which has come 
:l n the Our'an and the Sunnah i.e. the nass ordinances 
emerging from the clear wordings of these Fundamental 
Two. 
AlJama Asad writess Thus, it is the nusus, of 
Qur'an and Sunnah-- and only these-that collectively 
(onstitutp the real, eternal Shariah of Islam. This 
Shari'ah concerns itself exclusively with what the 
law-diver has ordained in unmistakable terms as an 
obligation or put out of bounds as unlawful, whereas 
the far larger area of things and activities which the 
law-Giver left unspecified neither enjoining nor 
forbidding them in nass term-must be regarded as 
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allowable (mubah) form the shari point of view ". Asad 
'urther quotes Ali ibn Ha^m of/Sapin/who, accordin g to 
him may be considered as the most brilliant ~ Fuqaha in 
<;13 our history: "The Shariaxh in its entirety refers 
either to obligatory acts <fard), the omission of which 
roiiFt. j tute?i a 5^  J vi, or to forbidden acts (haram), the 
commisBion of which constitutes ci sin; or to allowed 
ficts (rtuihah), the comiTii ssi on or omission of which does 
not make man a sinner. Now these mubah acts ar& of 
three kinds; first, acts which have been recommended 
<mandub)- meaning that tja-el^  is merit in doing them but 
no sJn in r ommi tt-iirlg them; and third acts which have 
been left Njfcmspecified <mutlaq)- being neither 
liter i tor 3 ous nor sinful whether committed or omitted. 
The Holy Messenger of Allah said! "Do not ask me about 
matters which J ha>*''^eft unspoken; for , behold, there 
were people,/*Jefore you who went to their doom because 
they fikrr put too many questions to their Prophets and 
thereupon disagreed (about their teachings). There fore 
:i f command you any th: 
able to do; if 1 fj>i<bid you anything, abstain form" 
This 7ahjr3 "^^ew of Shariah propounded by Daud Ibn 
Khalf later enlarged by Ibn Hazm and upheld by Rashid 
Riria, Muhammed Asad etc. in the ?Oth century truly 
corresponds to Quranic an^ Sunnah notion of Shariah. 
I !o 3 y Oit r ' an says s 
lo of it as much as you are 
•14 
"Thnsp who don't judge by what God has revealed-
•15 those indeed Are evil doers" 
"r.vid if yon are at variance over any matter, refer 
it unto God and the Messenger, If you (truly) believe 
•16 in God and the Last Day" 
The Zfihiri view explained here distinguishes 
Shariah from the understandings of Shariah (fiqh) and 
tiufirds .its pristine clarity as contained in Qur'an and 
Sunnah. By demanding fresh Ijtihad it achieves dynamism 
j n^ f j q h a 3 s o 
Flaw in the Western Concept of Rhariah 
An Important flaw in the Western under standing of 
P.hariah is that, instead of viewivig Din and Shariah, as 
nothing but co-ordinate, if different manifestations 
sprang from same creative will, applying their Western 
and Christian criterion they view both as mutually 
t;;clusive eutities. This view is totally against the 
true spirit of Islam. 
From the very heginviing Christianity was a din 
with out Shariah. This was explained in the alleged 
Laying of Jesus Christ- "render unto Ceaser what 
Ceaser's and unto God what God's". It had to adopt 
F%oman--Greek laws to fill this legal vac cum, completing 
this process, later secularism got ascendancy and 
religion was completely removed from the social segment 
of the people. Laws were framed inside the parliaments 
or :i t sprang from the will of a dictator and the 
religion was chained within the four walls of church „ 
r>o ajfr European or--Arner i can jurist brought up in such a 
mental climate naturally fails to appreciate the deep 
relationship between law and theology in Islam. Even 
the less prejudiced orientalist. It like Prof. H.A.R. 
Cnibb has failed to understand this. He sayss "it is 
characteristic of the practical bent of the islamic 
(ommuiiity and of its thought that its earliest activity 
apd most highly developed expression is in law rather 
17 ^ 
ap 
than in theology" 
From the vpry hegiiming Islam has been both a 
theology and law. Since it does not see any 
{outradjrtion between the spiritual and the temporal. 
The failure of orientalists to see this point (some of 
them deliberately) explains many of their 
misunderstandings regarding some institution of Muslim 
I.aw. For F.G: the- often repeated assertion that triple 
divorce is wrong in theology but good in law, infect in 
'the eyes of Bhariah it is wrong. Another defective 
notion is that marriage is only a contract, no body can 
cieny this, it is indeed a contract considering the 
relationship between spouses. But this is only half of 
thf truth bfrat'se the sanction to marriajg* emerges from 
CQ 
iiietaphysi ca3 f nundation! God has permitted marriage and 
prohibited extra marital relationship of all forms. 
More PiiJtaMe ayi-s^c^rt ion rBgardirtg the nature of 
marriage in Islam is that it is inwardly a sacrament 
<;nd outwardly a contract. This is the case with every 
institution of Islam, a metaphysical foundation which 
looks at the intention of the doer and a way which is 
concerned with the form of the action, to be legal in 
Jslam, there should he complete harmony between both. 
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CHAPTFR 
The Qiir'an and the Bunnah: the Two Fundamentals of 
Sharjahs-
"The Our'an is the tissue out of which the life of 
a Muslim is woven? Its sentences Bre like the threads 
from which the substance of his soul is knit . This 
(•b^ ervatj on made hy S,H. Nasr rightly clsirifies the 
/I 
"^primacy of Qur'an in the life of a Muslim, which 
fhannfls his life through Shariah. If Shariah is the 
Way for a Muslim, Qur'an is the Soul of this Way. Since 
Chariah is from Allah, we Are duty bound to know the 
medium through which it has been manifested, as known 
to pv*-ry txTdy, this medium is nothing but Qur'an. 
The beginning of the revelation of the Qur'an, as 
cjuoted by Bukhari, Muslim, Nasai and Tirmidhi was in 
last three days of the month of Ramadan, thirteen 
years, before the Hijrah. With the opening five verses 
of ninety-siKth Surah it came to an end with verse 281 
(if the second surah. According of Asad "between these 
'^irst and last verses (the first and the last in the 
rhrono:i ogi cal order of their revelation) unfolds a book 
which more than any other single phenomenon known to 
us, has fundamentally changed the religious, social and 
3 1 
2 political history of the world" . Qur'an addresses 
hurnftnJty 3ii jnfirijte dimensions with the intention of 
integrating it with the will of Allah. It contains 144 
(hfipterF. of uiipqual sizes and 6666 verses dealing all 
forms of knowledge in essence, that is why it calls it 
i-eJf llmmal Kit/ah j.e.s the Mother of the book. It is 
also called al-Furqan that is discernment of truth and 
fa.lse hood. The term Our'an gjves us an tye idea of a 
thing for recitation. 
Prespry^ffliori of the Our'an 
The preservation of the Our'an is one of the most 
important questions confronting believers and non-
Jielievers as well. Is .it possible for a record, that 
also believed as revealed from God, more than fourteen 
<e)iturjes ago to exist even today without any 
interpolation? As far as a believer is concerned there 
.is a def.inJte assurarice on the part of God regarding 
its protection. Allah says ! 
"For hehoJd, it is for Us to gather it (in thy 
heart) and to cause it be read (as it ought to be 
read ) "' 
A.11ah adopts such a mechanism or causes the events 
happen in such a way that each and every word of (Kur'an 
wi3 3 he protected. The above verses implicates this. 
Apart from this Divine assurance, which, of course, is 
most durable but only believer acknowledges this fact, 
there nre a lot of historical and scientific facts 
hich Jiupport Quranic assertion of its constancy. w 
lore than anybody the Holy Messenger was extremely 
cautious to preserve the purity of Qur'an, whenever 
new, versef. were revealed, he committed them in to 
memory and dictated to his trust worthy stenos like Ali 
.Tb)i Ahu Talib, 7aid .Tbn Tabit, Abd Allah Ibn Masud, 
QiJay Ibn Ka'ab etc. Thus Qur'an was written on leaves, 
i-tones, bones etc. Apart from this Prophet ordered 
compulsory recitation of the portions of Qur'an in 
tvpry Canonical Prayer, and in the Night Vigil 
<optional prayer) recitations of long chapters were 
liighJy recommended. All these brought each and every 
oKapter of Qur'an in to the full attention of the 
public. Fcir them Qur'an was life and was close to their 
soul than anything. Thousands of companions had 
committed Our'an into memory. This practice exists even 
o this time; Shortly? for early Muslims and the 
Muslims of all time Qur'an has been a living reality. 
A reality to which they referred each and every aspect 
(•f their .life, a guide and a never exhausting source. 
It has been dominating the psychology of Muslims since 
its firfit revelation. So it is unimaginable to Qur'an 
being adulterated or sunk in to oblivion. Because of 
thjs FJrrifile reason TIO body can corrupt or twist it 
Every word in Qur'an is Mutcst^ atti r, that which is 
testified by Tiumerous authorities, these authorities 
were none but Companions of th^ Prophet, the most trust 
worthy people in t|Tp-» entire history of human 
civilization. 
The de-ath of thousands of the Companions who had 
memorized Qur'an in the war against false prophet 
Musiiiljma alerted the vigilant rnind of Has:rat Omer, he 
could convince the Caliph i^,bubacker the need for 
,<ornpi3j)ig the Holy Gur'an intc^  one volume. Abubacker 
assigned this responsibility to Zaid Ibn Tabit, the 
trust worthy f^ teno of the Prophet. 7aid accomplished 
this with wonderful accuracy. Qne copy of the same was 
kept with Hafia, the wife o^^ the Prophet and the 
daughter pfiOrr^r, the second (^ aliph. Later during the 
rejgn of Usman, when some variations in the reading of 
^ Qur'an were reported from th% remote part of Islamic 
i.tt;te. nil hearing thJs he too^ - many copies of Qur'an 
5 
from that kept with Hafza and sent to different parts 
of thf state. Until this day Ve have the same Qur'an 
revealed to the Holy Messenger, There is no doubt that 
:i t will remaJM so until the la%t day. 
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The Thpmp of Thp Our'ans The Problem of Outer 
Incoherence!~ 
The istru ctii re of the Qu r' an is entirely different 
Prom all other books, which generally eKplain a theme 
through i nt r odii ct i on , various chapters and finally 
reaching a conclusion. Allah, who is unparallel in 
cvpry respect desigried His book also in a unique and 
inimitable way» Qur'an reminds us of time, (a creation 
(if A}3ah) iti which a lot of contradicting and mutually 
exclusive events unfold, but what ever may be their 
f. out rad :i cti oris ; they have no way but to unfold in the 
sequence of time. Without time there is no event. This 
:i s th€-> rasp with the Qur'an, it carries even in smatll 
chapters a lot of events, stories, law, philosophy, 
ultjmntejy a]1 these makeman aware of the uniqueness of 
the fkir'an and the Omnipotence of its author! Allah, 
even a single .letter of Our'an carries an ocean of 
wi sdom. 
I Put this outer incoherence does not all preclude 
man from understanding the basic theme of Qur'ans 
Tawhid, FJisalat and Akhirat, every thing in Qu r' an is 
centered around these three. Infact Shariah is also 
nothing hut the way which helps man to comply with 
these basic teachings. If one fails to understand this 
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unique nature of the* Qur'an, then he is deprived of the 
key to open the gate of Quranic wisdom. A lot of 
nr3entalists had been failed in this regard, and this 
explains hollowness of their charge againstyxhe Qur'an 
for want of coherence and order. Carlyler commenteds"It 
is a toil some reading I ever undertook, a wearisome, 
confused jumble, crude, in -rondite. Nothing but a 
sense of duty could carry any European through the 
4 Koran" . Put for one who understands the Qur'an in real 
perspective a treasure of knowledge will be opened. 
Arberry comments upon this "There is a repertory 
of familiar themes running through the whole lft5:oran, 
(arh sura elaborates or e^dumbrates one or more-after 
many- of these. Using the language of music each sura 
:i s a rhapsody composed of whole or fragmentary 
leitmotives, the analogy is reinforced by the subtly 
varied rhythmical flow of the discourse. if this 
diagnosis of the literary structure of the^^ran may be 
accepted as true and it accords with what we know of 
the poetical instict, indeed the whole aesthetic 
jmpulse, of the Arabs- it follows that those notorious 
incongruities and irrelevancies will vanish in the 
light of a clearer under standing of the nature of the 
Huslim scriptures, a new vista opens up? following this 
hither to imstispected and unexplored psith, the eager 
3S 
inter prc^ ter hurries forward upon exciting journey of 
discovery and is impatient to report his findings to a 
5 largely indifferent and incredulous public" . A modern 
<:.cho.1ar of Jslam (S.H. Nasr) puts the message of Qur'an 
in another form according to him," the Qur'an contains 
HSi^entially three types of message. Firstly, it 
contains a doctrinal message i.e. both Shariah, the 
iiacred law of .TsJam which concerns the life of man in 
every detail and metaphysics i.e. 5 all ghyabi 
riiatters, Allah, angel es, life after death etc. 
Secondly, it deals with great/j historical calamities 
cicfurred in the past, the lifes of prophets, saints 
trials and tribulations which they faced in their 
preaching . These Message infact addresses human soul 
iir>7 a more indepth way and present a lot of lessons 
which enable it to understand the need for submitting 
before all embracing Divine will. Thirdly the Qur'an 
contains a quality which is difficult to express in 
modern language. One might call it a divine magic, if 
one understands it metaphysically and not literally. 
According to S-H. Nasr this carries with it barakah or 
healing nature which comforts and pacifies human soul. 
kit all these i.e. sacred law, metaphysics, narration 
{•f history and magical formula stand for one purpose 
i.e. to connect man with Allah. Holy Qur'an consciously 
3? 
rrpates in man a deep awareness of Allah which should 
be reflected in his personal and collective life and 
finally enabling him to rome close to the Divine Will. 
Shariah and the Gur'an 
As rioted elsewhere Shariah is the path which 
leads one throuiah the path of the Fundamental Threes 
Tawhid, Rjsalat and Akhirat, It touches most inner 
aspect of one's heart to most complex international 
relations. Unlike other systems. Shariah encompasses 
both moral and secular aspects of human life, it views 
man's intentions as the originator of all actions 
<of course here man only uses the ability which Allah 
bestowed in him in a particular way). Because of this 
Shariah has to visualise both inner and outer 
dimensions of human life, more precisely, Shariah 
/doesn't recognise the so-called division of morality 
<;nd law. Here every action has a positive or negative 
results whether it is mental or __gtiysi cal . Holy Qur'an 
i-.ays 5 
"And so, he who shall have done an atom's weight 
of good, shall be hold it and he who shall have done an 
6 
atom's weight of evil, shall behold it" 
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The SharJah legislates both for mental sphere and 
also for societal matter, where usually actions 
iinfolds; the on3y difference is regarding sanction. 
Most of the actions performed in the society, in case 
they goes against the basic norms of Shariah, it shaxll 
be punished by Islamic state. On the other hand mental 
r;berration mainly comes in the purview of Allah's 
sanction here after since only he can know the real 
nature and intensity of nivisi blejaoti vat ions , Qur'an 
says about Shariah 
•• I heti we gave thee a Shariah in religion follow it 
.7 
and don't follow, the lusts those who doesn't kno w 
"To every one (people) of you. We have given a 
8 Shirah and a Minhaj (an open road)" „ 
Put the ordinanres have )iot given in Qur'an in a 
systematic way or like a statute, they have scattered 
<;1.1 over the Gii r' an, especially those chapters 
revealed in liadina. Since Shariah is not the whole 
(limension of Our'an, it has got only limited number of 
verses having direct legal bearing. "Regarding family 
law, they B.re laid down in 70 injections, civil law in 
another 70, penal law in 30, constitutional law in 10, 
•J nternational relations in E5, economic and financial 
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order .in 10". But aiccording to Said Ramadan" such an 
enumeration however, can only be approximate. The legal 
iietiringp of some injections are disputable. Where as in 
' <;ome others it simultaneously applies to more than one 
9 iphe-re of law" , These observations eloquently proves 
that any body having even the least understanding of 
.I'sJam and its Bhariah can not deny the importance of 
Qur'an, it is the soul of Shariah, the only one level 
in Shariah which is fcushioned by the very same words of 
the pro pounder of it! i.e. Allah. 
Thf. Ahadith 
Phj losophi Cell Jufttif i cat ion of the Prophethood s-
Inspite of the clarity and the inner coherence 
whjch Holy Our'an undoubtedly bears, it needs an 
interpreter who should be mentally and emotionally as 
(lose as possible to the law Giver. But biologically he 
should be like other human beings. At the same time he 
iiiuft be able to realise the whole of Qur'an in his 
life. He should not be one who is prone to human 
weakness. Nobody other than the Holy Messenger fills 
this vac cum. Qur'an speaks. 
10 
He does not speak out of his own desire 
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~ The elucidation or the interpretation of the 
Divine Will involves three essential things: firstly, 
the elucjciator shoiiJc) understand it fully and be able 
to embed deeply that in his soul Only one whose mind is 
not ptained by any form of human knowledge can achieve 
such am understanding. As well known the Prophet was 
Ummi i.e. one who could not read and write. He was 
neither a philosopher nor a visionary. Secondly, 
fiermaiient cjuidaiice from the originator of the Message 
is a must for the purity of the Message and the 
Messenger. This thing was met by the constant guidance 
of Allah throughout his prophetic mission- Prophet was 
Nasum 3.e.Jnfal1jble. Fven then Allah corrected and 
admonished him about the most trival deviations. Qur'an 
testifies this "He frowned and turned away, because the 
11 Mind rnan approached him" . Asad explains this verse" 
One day, as recorded in many well-authenticated 
Traditions, the Prophet was engrossed in conversation 
with some of the most influential chieftains of Mecca, 
hoping to convince through them the Meccan community at 
large of the truth of his message. At that point he was 
approached by one of his followers, the blind "Abd 
Allah Ibn Shurayh- known after his grand mother's name 
<:;s Jbvi Umm Maktum- with the request for a repetition or 
elucidation of certain earlier passages of the Qur'an. 
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Ajuioyed hy this j nt-er ruption of what momentarily he 
regarded as a more important endeavor, Huhammed, 
"frowned and turned away" from the blind man- and was 
immediately, there and then, reproved by the revelation 
tif the firsit ten verses of this surah. In later years 
he often greeted Ibn Umm liaktum with these words of 
liuiiii 1 3 ty": Welcome unto him on whose account my 
•IE 
sustained has rebuked me" 
Thirdly, there should he unqualified dedication on 
the part of the Messenger. All mental torments which 
thfr' Prophet suffered, seeing the heedless attitude of 
has immediate addresses, the physical torture which he 
fourageously faced, have eloquently testified his 
wonderful dedications to the cause of Islam. 
"Put wouldst thou, perhaps, torment thyself to 
death with grief over them if they aire not willing to 
believe in this message" "? 
"ThJF. rbetori cnl question is addressed, in the 
first instance, to the Prophet, who was deeply 
(iif-tressed by the hostility which his messcige aroused 
among the pagan Meccans, and suffered agonies of 
•14 
apprehension regarding their spiritual life" 
iZ 
Herp 3ie5 the? theological base behind the Sunnah-
the words, the deeds and the approvals of the Holy 
Messenger -as an elucidation of the Our'an. This role 
of Prophet has been highlighted by the Qur'an with full 
(• I c r u racy. 
The sacred law of Islam visualises a hierarchy of 
obedience. In this structure as the foundain head 
Allah comes, followed by the prophet, this goes further 
and reaches to the society through Ulul--Amr. But the 
<rJtical difference is that in the case of Ululu-Amr 
the obedience in conditionals one is bound to tollov 
them as long as they go in lijie with the Shariah. Esut 
in the case of the Messenger the question of the 
conditional obedience does not arise, his very position 
as the Prophet negates all rebellious tendencies from 
him. In the entire Ummah there is no body who has come 
close to the will of ^ l a h than the Messenger Qur'an 
observes s 
/nHe does not speak out of his own desire" 
'Who ever obeys the messenger be indeed obeys 
Allah (4 = 80)"^*^. 
As noted else where, legal ordinances in Qur'an 
appears in a scattered form, besides many ordinances 
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c;re hecomiiig vague with out a proper key, the Sunnah of 
the Messenger provides us the key and solves the 
ProhJc^m. Jn fact Sunnah clothes the Qur'an with 
e!!planations and elucidations. Muhammed Asad writes". 
"Many verses of the Qur'an have an allegorical 
meaning and can be understood in different ways. And 
thpre Hrfa further more, many questions of practical 
importance not explicitly dealt with in the Qur'an. The 
spjrit prevailing jn the Holy Book is to be sure, 
uniform throughout, to deduce from it the practical 
iittitude which we have to adopt is not in every case 
an easy matter. So long as we believe that this Book is 
the Mjord of God, perfect in form and purpose, the only 
logical conclusion is that it was never intended to be 
used ;i ndeperidentl y of the personal guidavtce of the 
Prophet which is embodied in the system of his 
Punnah;and our reason tells us that there could not 
possibly be a better interpreter of the Quranic 
teachings thsin he through whom they were revealed to 
•17 ^^ 
humanity" 
jif^a./^^ Compilation of the Sunnah: 
Collection and recording of Ahdith were started 
even during the life of the Holy Messenger. Later this 
process formally ended jn the compilation of six 
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]^ar^ F^ ica3 Ahadith books namely Sahih al-Bukhari, Sahib 
al~-Muslxm, Sunan Abi Da ud, Jarni at~-Ti rmidhi, Sunan Ibn 
Maja/ raid Napai. Imam Malik's Muwtta/ which was 
compiled even before these six is worth to mention. To 
prove that Prophet didn't encourage the recording of 
Ahadith some scholars have highlighted a report in 
PukarJ which speaks of the prohibition of the writing 
of any thing other than Qur'an. But what actually the 
F^rophet prohibited was the recording of Qur'an with 
Ahadith. He feared that such recording might result in 
the mixing of the two. Dr. Riyazul Hasan Gilani quotes: 
"The Prophet only prohibited writing of the tradition 
along with the Qur'an in the same document, the mixing 
up of the two could cause confusion to the reader. 
Pefides there are a lot of historical backing that 
Prophet dictated to his companions letters which were? 
to bt- sencC' to rulers of other countries. He even 
dictated some legal matter's also for recording, 
Cjunting these Dr, Hamid U3 1ah has proved that Hadith 
was recorded even during the life of the Messenger" 
Anas bin Malik, the devout servant who lived with the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) all through his stay in 
MadJna and who died in 93 AH. said, "Every now and then 
I took down in notes interesting points from what the 
F''rophet (peace be upon him) said in his discourses and 
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other ttfcasioMs of conversation and used to read these 
notes over to the Prophet (peace be upon hirn) whenever 
found hjrn having leisure, and after he had corrected 
•19 
them, I made a fair copy of them for my own record" 
.Tnsipte of all these Hadith Scholars <Muhaddi thun) 
were strict in determining the veracity of Hadith. The 
'•iriiple reason for such an extreme care is that if 
Hadith is proved it automatically establishes a 
precedent in Islam. Besides they were fully aware of 
the gravity of the sayings of the Messenger. "Who ever 
jntentially lies about me will take his place in Fire". 
For the early scholars of Islam, life after death was 
living reality, a reality which constantly reminded 
them of grievous punishment waiting for them in case of 
(•mission and endless bliss in the form of Paradise for 
sincerity and true faith, only those who experienced 
even a little bit of faith in afterlife can visualise 
the intensity of physcho1ogical discipline which might 
have been created in the minds of these scholars. It is 
exactly this point, which is ignored by most of the 
orientalists a\id the so-called refuters of Hadith. 
Besides only tansmitters whose integrity of faith was 
proved beyond iota of doubt could get hearing from the 
Muhadithun, even if it is proved scholars refused to 
dedure frorri a Hadith if it is reported by only one 
person. Following Bre some principles adopted by 
Muhadithuii, Bchol ars reject Ahadith coming in the 
following category. 




J'~ Tradition which is directly against human reason 
(mainly Hanafi School stressed this point) 
f- Tradition which promises extremely high reward for 
relatively small meritious acts and severe 
punishments for even slight devieitions. 
d- "Tradition purporting to be from the Prophet which 
is nbout common facts of daily experience, but 
which does not above rank akhbar al-ahad (single 
vsuthority reports) is suspected. The rationale of 
this principle is that, since in regard to events 
("'Xper j enced by the common people in their daily 
lives the people at large needed Prophets 
cjuidaiice, the fact that the tradition is confined 
to a single transmitter or one or two mititates 
t-.gaivist its authority" 
This explains why Imam Bukhari accepted only 7397 
Ahadith out of Lakhs which he collected. This 
a/ 
inethodo J ogy of linhad i thun which pervades all aspects of 
the reporting, the life of the reporter, text of tha 
report, f-orial, historic and psychological back grouv^ d 
of both Rawi and Riwayat is unparallel in the entire 
religjous and social history of humanity. Scholars 
like Ignas: Gold Zihar, Snouck Hurgronje, Joseph 
ficharht etc. failed to appreciate these points. Some 
more points are also worth to mention. 
y^ A3] refuters of Hadith ignored numerous nusus of 
/Gur'an which established authentic interpretive 
role of the Holy Messenger 
b- These scholars have never succeeded in even 
^ showing any mental, legal and moral t^berration on 
the part of the compilers of six classics. 
(- Most of the refuters of Hadith were either 
orientalist who were entirely hostile to Islam or 
the so-called modernists from Muslim Community who 
had been deprived of the true light of Islarji-^  
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CHAPTFR - 4 
The Secondary Sources Of Shariah 
The Divine Mill and the human reason: 
Any discus&ian on the secondary sources of Shariah 
should start with the examination of the role of human 
refisoii, from which ultimately they arise. The Divine 
Will (Shariah) and the human reason are two different 
entities, the former encompassing the entire universe 
i.e. a trans-historical reality from which every thing 
j^mergps, the Jatter is subjective and conditioned by 
the time and the space. Naturally a question arises 
here, how does such subjective human will play a 
dominant role in the realm of Shariah?. To get a clear 
f;nswer to this question one has to go back to the 
fundamental postulate of man in Islam. 
Han in Jslam is not the embodiment of satanic 
impulses as in Christianity. Eiasically, he is a pure 
being to whom reasoning power is given, he is also 
shaped in the most beautiful form. Holy Our'an says 
"VerJly, jt is We who have created man out of a 
drop of a sperm intermingled, so that We might try him 
(in his .later life) and therefore We made him a being 
endowed with hearing and sight" « 
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"Verj-ly, We rreate man in the best 
E 
conformation" ". 
He i 9- a] f^o God'r» representative on earth before 
whom Allah ordered the angels to bow. Qur'an says this 
:i n p] a j n 3 anguage . 
"And Ln ! Thy Bustainer said unto angels. Behold, 
I am about to establish upon earth one who shall 
inherit it"' 
"And when We told the angels, "Prostrate 
4 
yourselves before Adam" „ 
A]] these higher qualifications pointed by the 
Gur'an will be of no use in the absence of man's power 
to uf-e reason in the wider sense. Since man is God's 
deputy on the earth he is expected to realise God's 
Will within him, among his fellow beings and finally to 
the entire living and non~ living being. This process 
(if realization has two levelss at one level going in 
line with the Shariah and the other level represents a 
j<roress through which man is expected to devise law in 
the absence of direct injuctions from Shariah. This 
process in the terminology of Islam is called 'Ijtihad. 
Holy Messenger's famous conversation with Mu'ad Ibn 
l^ah^ .] has widened the scope of Ijtihad. Said Ramadan 
writes "To the best of our knowledge, the first time it 
5 
was useci with a dirprt legal 3mF<ort- was during the life 
time of the Prophet in an authentic Tradition of Mu'ad 
Tbu vlaha] . The latter was appointed by the Prophet as a 
judge in Yaman. On the eve of his departure to assume 
his office there, the Prophet asked him" According to 
what Shalt thou judge?". He replied according to the 
Ponk of God", "And if thou findest nought therein " 
According to the Sunnah of the Prophet of God" " And if 
tht'U findent jiought therein?" " Then I will exert 
myself to form my own judgment"/ And thereupon the 
Prophet said". Praise he to God who has guided the 
messenger of his Prophet to that which pleases his 
F'^rnphet. Arrording to him the correct translation of 
"Ajtahldu ra'yi walaalu" is "Then I will exert myself 
to form my own judgement" . He further writes". There 
tan hf no "exe r t i ori" of "own judgement" without a given 
scope of free thought and individual opinion. the 
ftarting point of such an endeavor according to the 
above tradition, is the absence of any applicable 
text; and it nuiy operate only so far as such free 
6 
thinking does not contravene the Qur'an or the Sunnah \^  
Put this permission doesn't forsee always a right 
decision on the part of Mujtahid, because of the 
intierent infallibility of human wisdom, very often one 
may reach a wrong conclusion, even then Shariah 
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firom3!>es him re<fiB.r6 for his mobility. Holy Prophet 
says! 
"If one'f^  judgment is. correct he will get two 
rewards, if not one" 
"The difference of opinion c*mong the learned of my 
7 
community are (a sign of) God's grace" „ 
Inspite of the inherent infallibility of human 
reason Shariah would like to see its application aiming 
fit to form independent judgment, but of course within 
the limits of Shariah. Through this mechanism instead 
of giving va3Jdity to the uncontrolled use of human 
r/^son, Shariah channels it through its accepted norms 
'f-o that .it may he friiitfuJ. Ijtihad is dominantly 
present in every secondary source, nay, it is the basic 
proresp. of the exercise whici»-decides the nature of 
secondary sources. 
Jjtihari is the agent of mobility in the structure 
of Islam. Allama Iqbal called it as the Principle of 
iiiovemtTit in the structure of Islam. We may call it ss 
the mother of all secondary sources. But during the 
(eiituries followed after the g]ory of classical Islar 
the role of Ijtihad has been greatly diminished. Both 
thf laymen cUid the jurists have forgotten this agent of 
ri3 
fiiol'j J 3 ty„ Hf has advanced thji^e main reasons for this 
legal aberration. 
•1. The bitter controversy about the dogma of the 
eternity of the Qur'an became more impossible to 
ref.o]ve and more complex as two opposing camps, 
the Rationalists and the Conservatives, grew 
farther apart in the nature of their convictions. 
rpreserve the social integrity of Islam, the ervatives wished to render the structure of 
the legal system as rigorous as possible. 
The dry-as~du5t subtleties of the contemporary 
legists drove some of the most acute minds of 
JsJam to Sufism, which fostered a kind of revolt 
against the verbal quibbles of our early doctors 
(if law. But gradually developing, under influences 
o^/ a non-Islamic character, a purely speculative 
'lide, ascetic Bufism with its spirit of total 
other worldliness not only absorbed the best 
Mu*^ ]itii iiiinds, to whom unrestrained speculation 
appealed greatly, but further obscured from men's 
vifion the very irpr^rtant aspect of Islam as a 
social polity ^n"he Muslim State was thus left 
cjenerat j on in the hands of intellectual 
mediocrities and the unthinking masses of Islam, 
3. 
having no personaJities of a higher caliber to 
guide them, found their security only in blindly 
following the school?. 
^ these developments were not enough to undermine 
the flexibility of Islamic Law, the destruction of 
Baghdad by the Hongols certainly was. This blow, 
in thp middle of the ISth century, brought in its 
wake a period of political decay, during which the 
( oiiser vat i vp thinkers of Islam, fearing further 
dis~integration focused all their efforts on the 
<inf point of preserving a uniform social life for 
the people by a jealous exclusion of all 
innovations in the law of Shariah as expounded by 
^ e early doctors of Islam". But the resulting 
(<vf-r-organi r-'ation of legal thought had bitter and 
inevitable consequences. For "In an over-organised 
1-ocJety the individual is altogether crushed out 
of existence. He gains the whole wealth of social 
thought around him and loses his own soul" . 
Onn factor which is directly connected with the 
attitude of the scholars who stood for the re-rival of 
Ijtihad also caused apathy among the people to fresh 
inquiry. These great scholars inspite of their deep 
psycho!ogiral insights in to the mind of laymen, failed 
to luicier?^ taud the intensity of reverence with which 
they viewed the Muslim tradition, naturally when some 
cf the upholders off Jjihad) came with total 
revolutionary idea of undoing the entire fiqh it was 
imhearahJe for them. Strictly speaking Ijtihad is 
mainly needed in the political, economic and 
fdii cational sectors of Ummah. As observed by Muhammed 
Asad, they are bound to change with the passing of 
t'very age. As far as pure individual devotional matters 
are concerned (its mode of offering i.e. Npimas, Haj 
<ind fven methodology of ahadith etc.),VXthe need of 
Ijtihad seldom arises. The uncontrolled enthusiasm of 
loriie of the upholders of Ijtihad which manifested in 
attacking every Muslim traditiyn gave wrong signal to 
both laymen and orthodox ^-Bcholars. This completely 
eroded good will of the people in the Ijtihadi 
movements. Side by side this we can see scholars like 
Ibn Hanbal, Gassali and ISth century Indian scholar . 
Hhawaliullah contributed much to the spirit of free 
inquiry without fully denying the Muslim tradition. 
Al- Oiyas 
Al--0jyas as rightly observed by Imam Shafei in his 
magnum opus, Risalah, is nothing but another form 
Tjtjhari. He was asked abo<tt Oiyas and whether it- is 
Ijtihad, or they are the two different things?, he 
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rpp-lied "On all matters touching the life of a Muslim 
there is either a decision or an indication as to the 
right answer. If there is a decision, it should be 
followed. If there is no indication as to the right 
<;nfiwer, it should he sought by Ijtihad, and Ijtihad is 
9 
Oiyas (analogy)" ^ ^Pdt when does Ijtihad become Qiyas; 
Said Ramadan, observes, "The juristic rules of 
v.nrJogy (al-qiyas) were the development of a simple 
rule, that is, that for eve,p>:^ '^^ rule of Shariah 
(oncerning human dealings ,^uhere is a conceivable 
point of utility aimed at by its legislation. If this 
poJnt can he discerned. This conception of utility is 
called, in the tenjiinology of Muslim jurisprudence, al-
mas1aha" 
Foitr important things are obvious in the process 
of Qiyas s 
1. A statement of the problem which has been covered 
by IJft^H Nass. 
P. .. ncjtj^ H^ y jn to the basic cause for such Nass. 
3. /Existence of a secondary matter (a problem) which 
hi;s not been covered by the the Nass. But the Ilia 
is same as in the primary problem. 
4r ihc rippJ 3 cflT.3 on of Hukurri of the Nass to the 
secondary problem, because of^ t^fTe similarity of 
J 1.1.-: jn both. 
Cla5«»ir.al Examples of Qiyass-
"On thfe- puvii«ihment that should be given to a 
drunkard, Sayyidna Ali concluded by saying. "He who 
(IrJiikf-, gets drunk; he who gets drunk, raves: he who 
raves, accuses people falsely and he who accuses people 
falsely should-gjven eighty storkes of cane. Therefore, 
he who drinks should be given eighty strokes of cane". 
Similarly there arose a problem about the appointment 
of a Caliph after the death of the Prophet. Before 
reach) ng nn .Tjrua on Abubakr's Caliphate, the Prophet's 
choice of Ataubakr as spiritual leader to act as an Imam 
in rongregatianal prayers was the comparitative basis 
for the selection of Abubakr as temporal leader" . . 
Put some orientalists especially. Joseph Schcxcht 
tried to see the roots of Qiyas in Jewish tradition. He 
he-lieves that 0:iyas has been derived from the Jewish 
exegetical term hiqqish. According to him this is used 
(in vipwjsh tradition) in three perspectives (a) of the 
je>:ta position of two subjects in Bible, showing that 
they are to be treated in the same manner; (b) of the 
activity of the interpreter who makes the comparison M^ 
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the text (c) of a conclusion by analogy, based on the 
occurrence of an essential common feature in the 
tirJginal anri in the parallel case". The third one 
Schacht says, in which Hellel uses the term 
(PHI ei^ tinj an Talmud 6. vc^ iK 33 a -14), is identical with 
that of Oj yap." "~X-^-f he attribup?-sr the origin of 
Judaism and Islam to only one Grfcl he merely agrees with 
thf vjfc'w point of Islam, Vnjch views its history only 
as the developed form of the teachinq>''^f earlier 
Prophets like Moses, viesus etc. Holy Qur'an sayss 
y 
/^The Apostle, >affid the believers with him , believe 
:i n what has bejm bestowed upon him from on high by his 
Sustainer ."*^ h^ey all believe in God, and His angels, and 
His revelations, and His apostles, making^,/no 
. -13 
distinction-^etween any of His apostles" 
If Giyas was evolved by Judaism, which, Muslims 
believe that was nothing but another form of Islam in 
thf begnnijng, there is nothing wrong in Islam 
adopting this. But, Schacht didn't believe this at all, 
for hjm Islam is a false religion. Refuting his claim 
Ahmed Hasan wrote "This view is not acceptable to us 
for the following reasons. Firstly, the method of 
philology has its own limitations and short comings in 
(i i trover j ng the origins apd sources of the institutions 
of Fiqh. If CHIP makes a deep and extensive study to 
explore in different languages and cultures the terms 
;inri j iif^t 3 tu ti ons rurrent in one language and culture, 
we believe that one/can find a large number of such 
<oiniter par ts .\.xPi" t from this it never follows that 
institutions in one (nyiture have been taken from 
.niother culture. V^XPut in this case even this 
philological evidence is completely un probative since 
to he;it together' carries us now where. Granted that in 
its technical use in Hebrew hiqqish had a meaning of 
Oiyas in terhnicaJ use in Islamic law, as Prof. Schacht 
says, still there is no evidence that it was actually 
•14 borrowed by the Musljj»^ from there" 
J.jma 
.Tf the Ijtihad represents basically an individual 
effort, Ijma is the culmination of this different 
-Tjtihacis in to a consensus! Consensus among the 
Mujtabids on a particular legal topic. Foremost among 
the Jjma js that of Companions of the Prophet which 
should be obeyed at any cost. Since their piety and 
•inrerity are Ouravi3ca]]y proved. Besides they were 
fortunate to instill in their spirit teachings of Islam 
(iirectJy from the HnJy Messenger. A number of verses of 
Ciur'an and Ahadith give Shariahtic justification for 
.Tjriia. Holy Gur'an says. 
"0- you who havp attained to faith pay heed unto 
God, and pay heed unto the Apostle and unto those from 
among you who have been entrusted with authority; and 
if you are at variance over any matter, refer it unto 
God and the Apostle, If you (truly) believe in God and 
the Last Day. This is the best (for you), and best in 
the end' •15 
"Ptit a?- for him who after guidance has been 
vouchsafed to him, cuts himself off from the Apostle 
<;nd follows a path otherj^ than that of the believers 
him shall We leave unto that which he himself has 
chosen, and shal3 cause him to endure hell; and how 
evils a journey's end" 
Thf Holy Messenger says s 
"Follow the largest group" 
"It is your duty to stand by the iin^ , 
and the majority (al-ammah)" 
communi ty 
< ou r^'p' 
"Never will God make my community agree on wrong 
•19 
Accord jng to Allama liuhammed Asad , this saying of 
the Holy Messenger should be taken negatively rather 
than positively. It does not pre —suppose the 
iiifaj 13 bi 3 3 ty nf the ejitire Ummah, they may commit 
mistakes, in spite of this there should be one group 
who upholds the Our'an and the Sunnah, their agreement 
should be followed. V^ie Roman concept of voice of 
iienpJe 3? the voice of God does not have any base in 
Islam, ^ ^an is bound to commit mistakes. Majority 
always necessarily need not be correct. Secondly Ijma 
does not stand for the compulsory unification of all 
viewsr rather it postulates consensus on basic 
questions of Din (the Unity of Allah, Prophethood of 
thf Holy Messenger ,^schatologi cal beliefs and the 
basic metaphysical questions etc). In all other fields 
ilifference of opinion is not only tolerated but also 
encouraged- Holy Messenger said. 
"The differences of opinions among the learned of 
PO 
my community are signs of God's bless"" „ 
Masaiih - al - Hur<>alah.\ 
Fmerging from the intense speculation of jurists, 
Masaiih provide classical example for Shariah's 
fruitful interaction with fiqh. The base of Masaiih is 
five principle objects of the Shariah usually known as 
Five UnJversals. "They are protection o ^ religion, 
protectiop of life, protectip#» of reason, protection of 
linkage and protertiou of property. Some later jurists 
S1 
have made the addition of protection of prestige" 
With the aim of achieving any of these five law can be 
devised even in the absence of any direct hint from 
P.hariah This is the logic behind Masajih Al-Mursalah, 
which is mainly used by MalikiesVihe concept of public 
utility is dominates Masalih- IivM'ct, the definition of 
the very term tells thisV/^'The Arabic word mursal 
3iterally means to &*t lose from the texts and masalih 
means welfare. i/^The word Hasalih is the plural of 
iiiasJaha which means interest, benefit and when used 
with mursalah it means unrestricted^^ undefined or 
independently judged interest \ 
The theory of al-Masalih al-Mursalah owes its 
origin to the conception that Shariah is for social 
utility and its fuj-rrtion is to promote benefit and 
prevent evil".\/How does it emerge? Musleh huddin 
writes again ".Tjtihad or interpretation of Vtfe text 
according to this theory is to consider the underlying 
(<r the hidden riipaning of the revealed text in the light 
of the public interest Qiy^^s as we have noticed is the 
pririiary method of tracing the effective cause or illah 
of the revealed tex>- to be extended to the cases of 
'•imilar nature. Jf the cause is apparent it will be 
admittedly extended to similar cases but the difficulty 
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r,r3?ie?. when the cause je not apparent. The Orthodox 
Caliphs in such a case resorted sound analogy: tawi1 
<;nd tried to discover the cause with references to the 
words of the revealed text meaning implicit there in 
<oTite>;t thereof and the traditions of the Prophet. But 
the followers of Malik's theory would resort their 
method of interpreting the text according to their own 
reason with regard primarily to social utility. Here 
is the difference between the principle acted upon by 
the Orthodox Caliphs and the uj* of independent 
judgment by the Malikites'\ j / But this independent 
judgment hy the Malikites never devises in such a away 
that it contradicts the Shariah. They have put three 
<ondition>^attached to its adoption, 
•First-that the case under review should be one 
pertaining to the matters of transactions so that 
interest involve"1/l^ it may be constructed upon grounds 
of r HfiSDvi. V/The rase fihould not be one relating to 
religious observances. Second-that the interest should 
be ill hnrmony with the spirit of the Shariah and 
should not be in conflict with any of its sources.. 
Third-that the interest should be of the essential and 
necessary and not of the perfectionist <luxury) 
type" . 
i 
The pxamplep given below will clarify the true 
position of Masalih 
(1 ) The jnipn&jtjon of taxes on the rich in order to 
meet the costs of the army and to protect the 
r e a 1 m» 
<E) The punishment of the criminal by depriving him of 
property if his crime was perpetrated over that 
' property or its equivalent. 
<3) If the infidels in a war should shield themselves 
jn the.i r advance by Muslim prisoners of war, in 
the course of fighting the infidels, the Muslim 
prif^oners may be killed, if such action should be 
found essential to contain and ward off the foe 
<;nd to protect the interegis of the Muslim people 
?5 
as a whole" ,. 
The whole jdea behind the Masalih and other 
secondary sources like Istihsan Istislah etc. is the 
welfare of the public. But as misunderstood by 
modernists this is not the way to innovations which 
cire condemned by Bhariah. Masalih is also not 
unchangeable^«^ infallible as the case with nass of the 
r.hcirjcdi, / Jt is a form of .Tjtihad, whose authority is 
even lesser than the Giyasi legislation. 
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CHAPTFR - 5 
Shariah: An Inslrumpntal in the Emergence of Ihi 
Schools of law 
The iiiDPt concrete prove of Shariah's interaction 
with various social orders is the emergence of various 
rchDfO?^ of 3 aw during the 1-4 centuries of Hijrah. 
Creation ofXthis edifice was necessitatd by a lot of 
reasons^ ""''^  DM r J ng the life of the Holy Messenger, he 
stood as the radiant light? people could approach him 
and solve a31 their problems in the light of Prophetic 
guidance. After his death his companions filled this 
varcuni by guiding them through the path of Shariah. 
Later the events unfolded fastly. Islam was now a 
reJiginn whic>r encompassed multitudes from Yemen to 
Bukhara ^-<^ central Asian tmwf) and Spain to Mangolia,, 
People of d if f ei^emt \^ /f^ il tural and religious back 
grounds wep<e<i^al 1 ing in to the fold of Islam at a high 
ipeed, their social needs were entirely different from 
that of simple bedouins of Mecca. Unlike Pious Khaliphs 
th(- rolerB w£^ r,e^ a] so not Islamic in their thoughts and 
actions. ^ HBut there were some original scholars in 
Hija;--, SyrJa, Kufa, and Bagv:ihad with unqualified 
dedication to all that Islam stood for. When towering 
persDna.1 i tj f ?. like Ima^ m Malik, Abu Hanifa etc, appeared 
on the scene J they got following sill over the Islamic 
v^or3d. From tlie town^i of Heja? and lr^ q^ these centers 
of learnng enlarged in to full fledged schools of law 
{oniiprting f<eof<]f froni distant lands like Spain, 
central Asian countries, India etc. By the end of the 
4 AH four Prhools gained prominence in the SunnJ world 
namely Hanafi, Shafii Maliki and Hanbali. 
The emergence of these schools is a significant 
event in the history of ^ har iaj(^, Fi rsly it enabled 
iiiuJ t i tudes with complex social needs to practige the 
Shariah, to put it differently, now a simple bedouin of 
Nee can desert and an aristoratic businessman^.'-of Kufa 
could enjoy the fruits of Shariah. Secondly, starting 
with Imam Shafi^s Risalah hundreds and thousands of 
original works on Muslim jurisprudence have been 
produced by the scholars of these schools since the 
last thirteen hundred years. This has contributed 
cnfrmoujHSj y to the development of Muslim lepal thought. 
Thirdly this shows the hollowness of ^ iTel a//assertion 
(if the orientalists that there is no room for human 
reason in the spectrum of Shariah. Every human 
endeavour has got plus and minus points, so is the 
case with schools of law. When Muslim world ^ ^ p p e d 
producing brilliant personalities like Abu Hanifa, 
Shaf it etc» y there appeared a group o^ scholars who 
JOnifHy fn] lowed p<^ c^arJy cloctors of law, forgetting 
the subject-j^ty and the perishability of human 
wiMloi... 'Mlut of their hoitndles& respect to these early 
scholars of Islam the scholars of the post classical 
period came to a most unfortumate conclusion with far 
reaching consequences that the Dop-*"^ of Ijtihad is 
( losed after ttiird century A.H.N^cle by side with this, 
unhealthy legal tussles also dominated their thinking, 
.tn^tfad of prntiucng original worVts on juris prude?Ace 
the scholars of later centuries only tried to imitate 
their forerunners by editing or writing commentaries of 
the early works. This observation shows how creativity 
:i s rep]ace)?i^'y blind imitation in the legal segment of 
Ummah.^T^or this legal calamity blame never goes to the 
early scholars of Islam, they were original and honest. 
They never demanded from the Ulmmah blind imitiation of 
thejr vjews. Jt is in the intellectual dishonesty of 
the some later scholars we^ e^^ Sn see the reasons for this 
blind imitiation. 
Hanaft School 
Hanafi Bchoo] is named after, the Great Imam, al-
Numan b. Tbabit b. Zuta Abu Hanifah, who was born in SO 
Hijrah at Kufah, He got his early education in Ilm-Ul-
Kalam under the guidance of Shaykh Hammad b. ^bu 
Pu 3 fii rnan» later he studied Oiir'an, Hadith, logic, fiqh 
etc. from the .learning centers of the scholars like 
nhfi'bi, BaJamah bin Ktmhai 1 Manarib' bin Pithar, Abu 
Ishaq 3abir Gatadah etc. Besides be has had the 
privilege of leaxrning from Imam Baqir, J afar Sad i q c^ nd 
Imam Malik. 
"According to Ibn Nadim's al~Fihrist, the great 
Imam wrote the following books^ al~Fiqhal-Akbar al~-Alim 
Wa.i - MiitaaJim, a Risalah w/ltten to Uthman, and Kitab 
Radd'alaal Qadiriyyahr liusnad, some other works as 
mentioned by classical /authorities! Kit/ab al-Ray, 
Ikhtilaf al-Sahabah, Kitab al~Sirrr Kitab al~- Awasat, 
<;1 ' Jami (as mentioned by 1 bn Abi al-Anwam, and Abu' 1 
Abbas) Imam Abu Hani fa died in 150 A.H. and after his 
death two of his most importctnt students namely Imam 
Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammed developed his teachings 
and contributed miich to its influence, Abu Hanifa and 
his disciples were famous for their stress on human 
reason for the application of Islamic Sharifsh, to the 
\ 
practical problems of human life. This earned them the 
A title Ahlul Ray (the Compnions of Opinion) Besides Abu 
Hanifa was ver^ stict in testing the veracity of Hadith 
repoters ^^-^Mushadd id fil Riwayat). But as wrongly 
interpreted by many Abu Hanif never stood for the 
reason for its own sake. What he tried was to reach a 
conclusion through Ijtihad, if Qur'an, Sunnah and the 
JjfiiH of thf-' Cornpfuiitirt?i do not throw any light on the 
relevent topic. A conversation between him and Imam 
Haqir makes it clear. "^On his second visit to Medina 
he met Imam Baqir? when he was introduced to Imam E<aqir 
thf latter addressed him in these words: "So it is you 
who contradict the Traditions of my grand father on the 
hasis of Oiyas, Ahu Hanifa said.^"^ May Allah forbid. 
Who dare to contradict the Hadith? After ypu sit down 
tir, I shall eKplain my posi t ion, .^/''The following 
conversation that took place between the two great men, 
fxplains how much attacched Imam Abu Hanifah was to the 
fundamental principles of Islc^m. Abu Hanifah s "who is 
the weaker, man or women"? ^  
Imam Baqir, "Woman" ^ 
Abu Hanifah "which of them is entitled to the 
larger share in the inheritance?" 
Jmam Pngirs "The man"^ 
Abu Hanifah ' "Now , if I had been making more 
deductions through analogy I should have said that the 
woiiifui should get the larger share, because on the face 
of it, the weaker one is entitled to more 
( o i I s j d e r a t .i o n . 
But I have not said so" . 
Maliki Bchool: 
Porn Jn the year 93 A.H. in Medina, Inu^ rn Malik 
became the founder of Maliki School, which is famous 
for jts rpl:iance on the tradition of Medina. Unlike in 
Kufa life in Medina was simple. So Imam Malik was 
mainly ronrerned with ?iimple problems of life most of 
which he could solve in the light of Qur'an and the 
f^ uiinah, naturally he' did not give much importance to 
the principle of Qiyas, Since most of the Companions of 
the Holy Messenger Jived and died in Medina he relied 
mainly upon Jtne traditions of the Medina to know the 
F^unnah .\^ h^.i s was strongly refuted by the Kufan 
Scholars. This polemics unfolded between the two were 
Jater studied by Imam Shafiideeply, which led to the 
emergence of third school. Imam Malik completed his 
vtiidjes in Medina r\nd became master in the field of 
Ahadith and the science of Qur'an. Prominent among his 
teachers were Abu Radim Nafi bin Abd a1-Rahman Nafi, 
Ja'far al-Sadiq, Muhammad Ibn Yanya al-Ansari, Hisham 
? 
tain Urwah" .. 
His classic work ori Hadith. Muwatta, made his name 
eternal in the field of Muslim jurisprudence. Even 
J.eforf the methodology of Ahadith was developed by the 
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Muhadit. un like Muslim and Bukhari, he carefully 
'•eJecteci ahout one thousand Ahadith of the Holy 
Messenger dealing various subjects from prayer to 
Jehad. .Tmarii Bhafii i?- reported to have said about 
Muwatta "There has never appeared on earth a Book thi 
3 is close to the Qur'an than the Book of Malik" . 
Thp Shafi^ Bchooi: 
Jmam Muhammed Idris a3-Shafii was born in Gaza, a 
small town in Palestine (another report says that he 
was born in Apqalan) in 150 A.H. At the age of ten his 
mother brought him to Mecca where he completed his 
(•'B.r'iy studies under the guidance of two well known 
Meccan Scholars 5 Muslim bin Khalid al-zanji and Sufyan 
j>iii Uyana, At the very young ^ge he memori2:ed both the 
Qur'an and the Muwatta of Imam Malik. Later he moved 
to Medina and became the student of Malik Xbn Anas. 
This e;!perience gave him the chance to study the 
MaMki fiqh throughly » After reaching Baghdad in 187 
A.H. be met Imam Muhammedr the famous disciple of Imam 
Abu Hani fa. During his stay in Baghdad he devoted his 
time to study Hanafi fiqh. Later in the year 188 A.H., 
enriched W3th the knowledge of both Hanafi and Maliki 
Fiqhr Imam ishafij settled in Egypt and wrote his magnum 
(•pus Risalah. H(- died there in the year 198 A.H. In 
Egypt Shafit expounded his teachings and became the 
•rou\(dfr of the third Bchoo] of Muslim law. Imam Shafii 
could learn form the judicial and historj 
(•-xfer j eiiCPf- of both Hanafi and Maliki Schools. "Re tried 
to achieve harmony between the Hanafi, over reliance on 
thH rt-ason and hlaJiki stress on the tradition of 
Medina. So his school stands between this two. He 
formulated his principle of jurisprudence in his 
magnumopus, Kitab al-Risalah. In Risalah he eloquently 
proved the authority of S u n n ^ in the realm of Shariah. 
Hanbali Bchool 
Porn ill Marw in Iraq '" ^-^'^ year 164 AH. Imam Abu 
Abdallah Ahmed bin Muhammed bin Hanbal was a brilliant 
O 
ichnlar of Ahadith. The fourth Sunni Schol of law, 
Hanabli school was named after him. Infact jurists 
(onsider him more of a Muhadith than of Faqih, "It is 
said that he became such a great scholar of Hadith that 
he remembered almost a million Ahadith". It is famous 
book on Hadith Musnad Ahmad is still regarded as one of 
the authemtir works on Hadith. From the very beginning 
Imam Ahmed based his judicial thoughts on Hadith, for 
hiiii even single authority Hadith has preferanee over 
pure reasoning. But unlike Malik he didn't attach any 
special jmportaiire to traditions of Medina, he accepted 
Hadith where ever it was found, provided that it was 
.aithfutj c . Hanha]! f^chaol's deep attachment to the 
Ahadith, later led to the emergence of Salafi movement,-
M^hJrh wa?; foonperpd hy i^chnlars like 1 bn Taimiyyah and 
his disciple Ibn-al~Qayym. The following were some of 
hi?- 3 3 .1 ii5tr joii? teachers. Jmam Shaf i t Bashir bin al-
Mafaddal, -Jarir bin Abdul Hamid, Abd Allah ibn Namir^ 
and Waki ibii a3"Jarrah. Bome of his students like Imam 
Bukhari, Abu Daud^ Imam Muslim etc. became world 
fafiinus. During the }ast phase of hys life he was 
severely persecuted by ruling Abbasid Caliphs for 
;;pfifi sing their deviated views on Ou r' an. He died in the 
year EHI A.H 
F5i<|h and Rhariah 
An imfiortant question connected with Shariah is 
its relationwith the fiqh i.es Whether both s.rQ the 
different expressions of one and ther same reality or 
entirely different ent i ti^'S'^merging from different 
'-ources. Fven though no body argued that Shariah and 
fiah were one and the same concept practical 
tipproarhes of many .lurists manifested in their 
arguments that the door of/11tihadjwas closed after 
4th renturay A.H. and in order to be a Muslim one 
^huld/ follow any one of the four fiqh suggest the 
opposite. Both fiqh and Shariah &rB two different 
conceptsr fiqh emerges from human understanding whereas 
r.hi-.rjah if- diviMf. "The origivml meaning of fiqh is the 
understanding and knowledge of some thing,In this sense 
fitjh and fahm nrf^ synonyms. An Arabic idiom goes-' so 
and so neither understands nor comprehends. The word 
ficjh was oriQ.ina]3y used by Arabs for a camel e>;pert 
in covering, he who distinguishes the she camels that 
are Justing from those that are pregnant. Accordingly 
the expression Fahal Fakeeh was current among them 
Froiii th.is express J on i-^ i s believed the meaning of 
deep knowledge arjjir understanding of anything has been 
(ier'.<ved" r Vw^'Thf very appellation al--fiqh--a teriri 
attributed to the works of Muslim jurists reveals the 
original impulse that brought these^x-lJJorks in to 
existence The verb faqaha means" to comprehend" thus 
ficih its noun form means comprehension. Says Prof^ Asaf 
Fysee: "Fiqh literally means Intel 1 igencg-u"''''^ It is the 
name to the whole science of jurisprudence because it 
implies the independennt exercise ^),iP^ntel 1 igence in 
ieriding a point of Jaw in thjx^"*bsence or ignorance of 
tradition on the point" • Jn the early period the 
term fiqh was not at all exclusively used i.e-^  denote 
Jaw. It was mainly n^Bd <as noted cibove) >t^ stress the 
deep understanding of any thing. TSffmad Hasan writes-" 
"Hence Fiqh aJ lughah (under standing of the science 
languaes) is the title a work proiktced by al~Thaalibi 
(d-4?9 A.H») ThJs work has Viothivig to do with law 
in<;tead it deals with the rules and regulations JfeHfe 
inaf-tf-ry of which enables a person to acqui ra/cornmand 
over the Arabic language^In its broder sense, the term 
fiqh rou3d fierhaps even cover JA^ meaning of 
asceticism inthe early period l ^ is reported that the 
Pufi Farqad <d,-131 A.h.) while discussing certain 
questions said to al ~ Hasan al Basri <d„ H O A.H.) 
that the fiiqaha wofcfiti oppose him on this Al Hasan 
replied that a,^ .Keal faqih, as a matter of fact, was a 
jiersDii who despised the world, Mi^ f^B interested in the 
hereafter, possessed a deppe];;/Kn owl edge of religious 
wa?- rectular in his pr^sf^ers, pious in his dealings 
refrained, from ^TTisparaging Muslims and was the 
wellwjsher of the community". "It appear that fiqh 
embraced the theological problems as well^t-?^the legal 
istues till the second century of Hiii^h. A book knows 
as al-Fiqh al Akbar and attriKTted to Abu Hanifah (d., 
150 A.H,) against the beliefs of Ahl- al-Qadar deals 
with the basic tenets of Islam like faith unity of God 
His attributes the life hereafter prophethood etc. 
These are the problems that <are jj^l t within Kalam and 
not in the science of Law" >«^But gradually the scope 
of this term <f3qh) narrowed down and after the four 
classical schools were formally formed during the 3rd 
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<;nri ( 4r t h / r e n t u r 3 e5-- of Hijrah, it became completely 
identified with law. After this classical period 
people started idenfv>HTJ^ even divine law with fiqh. 
Shariah 
"I jterally the word Bhariah means a course to the 
watering place and a resort of drinkers. The Arabs 
applied this term particularly to a course leading the 
a watering place which was permanent and clearly 
marked nut to the eye,Hence it means the clear path or 
7 the high way to tae followed" . Muhammad Asad writes 
explaining verse 1B of surah 45s "It is to tae borne in 
mind that the literal meaning of the term ^hariah is 
"the way to a watering place and since water is 
indispensable for all organic life this term has in 
time come to denote a system of laws both moral and 
practical which shows man the way towards spirtual 
fulfilment and social welfare hence religious law is 
the widest sense of the term" 
All these definitions point out that Shariah is a 
clear path. It is neither vagus nor gloomy. It is the 
way which leads one in to the fold of Islam. This has 
oecu red several times in the Holy Qur'an clearly 
d e n o t. i n g t hi e d i v i n e 1 a w All a h s a y s s 
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"And finally (0 Huhamrnad) We have set thee on a way by 
w h i c h t h <? |Hi r p o f • P (of fa i t h ) ma y be f it 1 f i 11 e d , B D 
follow thou this <way) and follow not the likes and 
9 
desklikes of those who do not know "(the truth" ) . 
"For every one of you We hcive ordained a divine law and 
an open road 
"If- it that they (who care for no more than this world) 
believe in forces supposed to have a share in God's 
ctivinity which enjoin up on them as a moral law 
something that God has never allowed" 
"In matters of faith. He has ordained for you that 
which He had enjoined upon Noah and into which we gave 
thee (n Muhammad) insight through revelation -as well 
as that which We had enjoined upon Abraham, and Moses 
<::.nd Jesus! Steadfastly uphold the (true) faith and 
12 donot break up your unity therein" 
The term Shariah occurs directly in all above 
quoted verses. Following clear ideas are emerging from 
<;1.1 of them. 
.;) Bhariah is from the all embracing wisdom of Allah, 
b) It is the Way for entire humanity., 
() .Tt 3 5 mandatory in nature. 
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d) If the thing to be followed is mandatory, it 
should be c'i(:-i<r mxid unequivocal in its wording-
e) So Shariah is the Nusus of Qur'an i„e. that which 
fiaP come in Gur'an and Sunnah as self evident 
(Zahir). In the words of Muhammad Asads 
"Ordimance eKpresped in the positive terms of law 
"do this" "do not do that" such and such a thing 
:isr right and therefore desirable. Asad further 
writes. "Thus it is the nusus of Qur'an and Sunnah 
iind only these that collectively constitute the 
real eternal Shariah of Islam This Shariah 
concerns itseJf exclusively with what the Law 
Giver has ordanined in unmistakable term as an 
13 
obiigation" 
Pharjahs thp Hivinp WiJJ; Fiqhs the Human Perception 
Shriahry as we noted is emerging from the divine 
will in which all positive qualities are eptomised. It 
is synonymus with infinity Holy Qur'an sayss 
"Thus indeed have we given in this Qur'an many facets 
to every kind of lesson (designed) for 
14 
of) mankind " 
(the benifit 
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"S<-;y if al3 the sea were ink for my Sustainers words 
the sea would indeed be exhausted ere my Bustaner's 
words are exhausted And (Thus it would be) if we were 
•15 
to add to it sea upon sea" . , 
Fncompassing every thing and drawing line of 
action for every thing the divine will shapes and 
visualises all universes. Since Shariah is from this 
infinite divine will it has also got all atributes of 
divjne will. It all embracing, unchangeable ^"^nd 
immutable. The only way for human deliverance. Fiqh is 
Jiasically a human notion. It is the result of the 
thinking process. As the meaning of the v-^Te'rm fiqh 
tells, the process of understanding is the soul of 
fiqh. Understanding pre-supposes ignorance and non-
understandjng. This state is totally absent in Divine 
Being, but human beings are synonymus with this state. 
Thye construct their logic by applying their minds and 
finally comprehends a thing, in the case of fiqh it is 
law from the --Shariah (the real IC-AW) , If there is no 
human beimj/^ and no application of his mind there is no 
fiqh. Put Shariah is indepenent of human reason. There 
is no need of its creator making any effort for 
understand] ng.v^Pecause He is the one who creates 
Q 
everything including the process of understanding. 
Nothing can efcafe from his knowledge. At no point of 
time He is ignorant of His Shariah. Shariah is the Way 
ordered hy God. Holy Our'an ?;ayss 
"For every one of you We have ordanined a divine law 
•16 (Shariah) and an open road". 
ShfSrJHh and Fj.<|h: A Comparision 
a) flnly OTIP Bhariah after thp coming of Prophet 
Muhammad but many fiqh mre possible' 
Ho3y Messenger fiaid: 
"The differences of opnions among the learned with in 
17 
my community are (a sign of) God's grace" 
The BHme thing has heen highlighted by Qur'an 
through strressing mercy to humn beings which enabled 
them to think and to differ. Holy Our'an 'sayss ^ 
"And God has brought you forth from your mother's 
womhs knowing nothing but He has endowed you with 
hearing and sight and minds so that you might have 
"1S 
cuase to be grateful" 
Resides the HoJy Book has urged man to ponder over 
every thing including the matters of Din. So naturally 
differences are hound to arise th£»t is why Bhariah has 
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tolerated the differnces of opinions or various streams 
of fjcjhfv, provjd-^ fci that a]] these shoiild be withing 
its limits- Classical example for the plurality of fiqh 
(an hp seen more s^ tr i k.i ng.1 y in the laws of inherit^snce 
of Sunnis <% Shias. Both follow the same Shariah but 
v.'hy this difference?. Prof .Musaf ax Al i Khanr an Indian 
scholar of the law of inheritance writers! "The Sunnis 
take the f-pecifir provisions of the Holy Qur'an 
applicable to and affecting the individuals mentioned 
thfrein without distruhing the pre Islamic customary 
laws and usages. They restrict the effect of specific 
prnvisJDTis of the Ou r' an only to the cases specified 
therein and do not generalise them to extract genera, 
rulesn Their approach is literal and verbal- They 
interpret these provisions simply as amedndments 
relatjng to the individua] instances and n,ot replacing 
the customary provisions in genral. Ordinarily Sunnis 
don't extend these alternations and amendments to 
cover the cases not specified in the Qur'an or 
expressly mentioned by riiles in the specified manner 
and to the specific cases mentioned inthe the Qur'an 
<;nd aJJow the principles of pre Islamic customs and 
usages to stand as for as possible- The continued 
Jmffortance ^lud dominations of agnates is an 
illustration of this distinct approach- The Shias onthe 
S4 
othpr hand take tht-pe specific provison? of theHoly 
Oura'an as only illustrations of general priciples 
undprJying thereju« The Shias do not take the specific 
provisions of Sura al- Nisa as restricted to the 
individual itistances mentiovied therein but extend them 
to become rules of general application. From the 
•pf-rifir cases mentioned in the Holy Qur'an they 
deduce rules and principles of general nature which 
acfortiing to them, underlie these provi sions .^ -"^ T^he 
Shais take each instance as speaking not for itself 
hut fis indicating the possible principles. These 
general rules, so deduced from the specific provisions, 
<;re then fused and blended with the existing customary 
practices to give a new set of rules of succession. 
These new rules, evolved by fusing the customary laws 
and Islamic rforms, resulted in nearly replacing the 
pre-Js] ami c ru'stomary Jaw by a new^et of rules known 
as Shia laws of inher itance. ^ '"'^ The rejection of the 
ruJes of agnecy, the equcxl i sat i on of agnates and 
cognates, extending the similar rights to remote 
feiiiPJe heirs on the analogy of duaghters and sisters 
etc. .^re the glaring consequences of the said attitude 
19 
or approach" 
J.) No Fiqh When there are Nusus: 
Thf C|ueptJon of fiqh arises only in the absence 
of clear injunction (Nusus of Qur'an and the Sunnah),. 
Petaufp nobody has any right to frame laws,. If She^riah 
clearly speaks about it and sets froth a clear legal 
frame work. Holy Our'an says: 
"Now whenever God and his apostle have decided a matter 
it is not for a faithful 1 man or women to follow 
20 
another course his or her own choice" 
The famous hadith connectd with Muad Ibn Jabal 
which speaks of ijtihad also clarifies this point.. 
According to the report Ijtihiad of Muexd is valid only 
in the absence o^r specific injuctions of both Qur'an 
,:.rid Bunnah ,• V^f^ot only that as the above quoted Qur'an 
verse says x^ should not be against any rule of the 
Shariah,^^n his accurate survey of the many traditions 
on the subject (i.e. the individual opinionr in other 
words individual understanding, fiqh) and his sound 
analysis of them Ibn al Qayyim tried to establish three 
fonditions for the course and validity of indiviudaU. 
opinions. 
"(•1) That it may be resorted to only in the absence of 
an applicable text of the Shariah (2) that in no way 
M 
i>huii]d j t (Diitravene the Phariah (3) that the course 
of reasoning should not become entangled in any kind of 
lojihi <:>try or compl J cat i on of expression which might 
affect the peoples direct attachment to^  ^Shariah or 
distort its brilliant clarity" 
C) Fic|h may he Comparpd to Wpstern laws but not Shariah 
The very word Shariah brings into our mind the 
jdea of a system based on deep metjj^hysi cal foundation! 
Tawihdy Risalat and Akhi rat irihese fundamental three 
<;re purely hfavenly concepts. The whole logic of 
Shariah is rooted in these three. Inshort Shriah is a 
f-ystem which :i s enactd by a heavenly source for the 
welfare of man living onthe earth. As far as the 
Western .legal system is concerned it never claims the 
backing of the divine wil. Law in the West is framed 
^o1p]y by man at h.is sweet will. He he^ s power to 
alter it. Fiqh resembles the Western system in this 
respect. Jt .is a fact that fuqaha base their thinking 
on Shariah and believe in Gj>ayb (things which are 
Jieyoiid huriian perception), in this respect the attitudes 
of Fuqaha are poles apart from the law makers of the 
West. Put at ]east in two respects there is striking 
similarity. First that in both sources are earthly, the 
hum tin th .inking and perceptions. Second, that both may 
^7 
be changed if the need for change arise due to new 
^i tuat 3 on?•, 
BhnrJah js t-hp FoundaT-Jnn ot M q n and not vice versa 
In Islam the divine will is primary It is the 
firF-t and the .last. J t can create any thing and destroy 
anything Holy Qur'an says J 
"Yea, indeed for He alone is the all knowing Creator: 
His Being alone is such that when He wills a thing to 
he. He but says unto it; "Be"--and its is. Limitless, 
then in His glorly is He in Whose hand rests the 
mighty dominion over a] 1 things; and unto Him you all 
22 
will be brought back" 
Applying this sound principle it maxy be safely 
assumed that fiqh (the result of human mental activity) 
emerges from the sound principles of Shariah (the 
Supreme Divine Will) and not vice versa. 
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CHAPTFR 6 
METHODOLOGY OF SHARIAH 
Shariah and Western Legal Systems: 
Law, af. ohserved by KeJsen, stands for the social 
engineering. It ensures, harmony and fairplay in the 
society, hy drawing tnainly the lines of social 
interaction. Some times these lines are drawn even at 
thf cost of the personal dimensions of human life. This 
is the case with almost all man made systems. They even 
(onsider it absurd to legislate for purely personal 
matters, since they give unqualified right to each 
individual to riiou.id t^ i'^ '^ pr i vate life as per his or her 
own sweet wi11.^secondly, every human endeavor in the 
field of law emerges from the collective historical 
experiences of humanity which will never be complete 
<-;nd faultless. ^ "H^hirdly it is impossible for an 
individual or a group, however knowledgeable, to mould 
the ultimate criterion of norms and values so that 
their legal edifice may be based on that. Man's legal 
history tells how legal systems once reigned in vast 
areas suddenly disappeared , also how fresh one 
i;ppears, soon to he replaced by new one. The three 
reasons explained above uncover the logic behind this 
never eriding legal calamity. Only Islamic Shariah has 
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overcome this calamity. Since the last fourteen hundred 
yearfi jt has^  hf>en making its presence known to every 
body exactly the way it appeared to its immediate 
<;ddresF.ef f^. Shariah is still pristine and clear as it 
was in the time of Prophet and his Companions. Not only 
that hilt now we witness a rapid Islamisation of laws in 
many countries like Iran, Sudan, Pakistan, Afghanistan 
elf . 
Js.lamir SharJah visualizes man and his social life 
in its entirety. Man and sp^iety, both s.rB 
f onipl imentary to each other/'"^ '^ So auiy system which 
doesn't legislate fpn^ both in the same frequency is 
J'OtMid to fail,^^hat is why Islamic Shariah starts 
purely with the so-called personal matters which 
Western systems even do not consideji='^orth to mention 
at all in their legal texts, "that Islamic Law is 
fnormnusly wider in its scope than Western law. ^^ To 
the Western mind, law in the lawyer's sense- may be 
(iefined for our immediate purpose as what is, or at 
least might be enforced by the courts. Islamic law, on 
the contrary takes the whole of human conduct for its 
field. If you consult any of the classical compendiums 
cf law, you wj13 find that they deal first - in the 
vast majority of cases - with such questions as ritual 
purity, prayer, fasting, alms giving, and pilgrimage; 
next, it may be, with family law (i.e. marriage,-
vlivorre patemity, guardianship and succession) then, 
perhaps with the law of contract of civil wrongs, and 
(if what we shouJd ca3 3 crimes; while they also deal 
with such questions the law of peace and war, the law 
(•f evidence am-t/pr or edu re and with multitude of other 
subj sets, V^^ch as the circumstances in which an 
invitation to a wedding may properly be refused. It 
thus covers every field of law^?^iublic and private, 
national and international -^^ogether with an enormous 
amount of material that we in J^e west would not 
1 
consider as law at all" « 
Rhariah is from Allah, the most high source. The 
Being which is beyond time and space. He is not prone 
to any weakness, nay. He is the cji^ator of history and 
the ultimate criterion of^ a^rfj. moral and legal scales. 
This purity and al] ^^compassing nature of its source 
freed Shariah Tfom all lacuna. To know Shariah more 
vivid? y one has to go deep in to its onsirRodology or 
the way it has been unfolded. 
Flexibility And the Rigidity: the Theoretical Premise: 
The Phariah achieves complete harmony between 
flexibility and rigidity in its spectrum. This striking 
feature is ignored by many scholars. Since Shariah 
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emerges from the infallible, unchangeable Divine Willr 
thf-re if- « tenfUMity to view it as rigid. Of course, 
Shariah is from the all encompassing knowledge of Allah 
iinci it ran not he changed at the sweet will of man. 
But the rigidity is not dogmatic as it appears to many 
vctiolars. (lenerally, this term is understood with 
immobility and lack of dynamism . But this is not the 
faf-e with the Our'an and Bunnah. There &rs some basic 
principles in both on which the entire structure of 
Jslam 3s built. These principles are rigid, coherent 
and solid which^^an be rt^ ititlv ceJr-led as the^e^sence of j^itly ^ l ( 
.Ts3am! J^awhid, RisaJat, Akhirat, Canonical Prayers 
V 
Hajj, Zakat, Fasting etc. All these ideas have deep 
tiietaphysi caJ covniotations which are entirely beyond the 
human perception. So Shariah does noj^^ive any room for 
human reason in this field.^-^s observed by Said 
Ramadan! "Thus there should alwj^ tys be some inflexible 
2 
outlines of f 1 e;;ibi 1 ity"vj/These inflexible out lines 
{•f f .1 exi hi ,1 i ty are ofcourse, the Nusus of the Our'an 
and the Sunnah. But at no point of time these Nusus do 
uot art as stumhl ino^ff^ck in the path of constructive 
thinking and V.^ xl'l ex i bi 1 i ty, rather Jlrfiese make the 
itrurture of TsJam strong by openii-m,-''^ .he door to 
positive and harmless flexibility. Qur'an and Sunnah 
i.tf;nd neither for dogmatic ideology for ^ destructive 
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flsKibility which unfolds in the crushing of even the 
tort" of the Mesp-age. The structure of Islam (both in 
the Holy book and Sunnah) is solid and rigid.^-^t the 
'•ariie time jt carries the seeds of flexibility by 
positively responding to the call and the change of the 
•^•oriety, FKarro uat i on of the foJ lowing verses of the 
Qur'an and the Sunnah will make this clear. 
"and if yn are at variance over any mattejr, refer it 
unto God and the Apostle" „ 
"Now whenever C^ od and His Apostle have decided a 
matter, it is not for a believing men and woman to 
are concerned 
"Those who do not judge by what God has^ ,^x-f^ veal ed-those 
5 indeed a^re the evil doers" „ 
"Verily, jn the ApostJe of God you have a good example 
for every one who looks forward (with hope and awe) to 
God and the Last Day. and rememb^jr^ God unceasingly""., 
"Hf who did some thing which is not our authority 
7 
should he condemned" . Here the absolute obedience to 
Allah and his Messenger has been made a supreme duty on 
t-very believer. When one thing is clearly decided by 
Allah and His Prophet a believer has no option but to 
(•bpy i t . He has rio freedom to interpret it in a loose 
manner contrary to the intention of the Law Giver. Here 
lies the philosophy of rigidity in Islamic Shariah, If 
one disobeys Islamic Shariah intentionally with an 
<;rrogaiit attitude, no/^doubt he will become a 
disbeliever. 
The ultimate aim of Islam in this world is to make 
human actions and thoughts collective. Theoretical and 
prartjral rigidity is very essential i.ja'^ his process. 
What Qur'an has done is nothing but to draw the line 
for development; obviously this line is straight and 
rigid. If every body is g i y ^ full and absolute freedom 
to act what ever way he or she likes, the result will 
be deep ideological confusion, polsrtfTics and 
uncompromising intellectual divisions ,^This will end 
the collective and brotherly movement of humanity. Even 
the Prophet has not given unqualified freedom to act 
according to the sole dicj>«rte of his will. Holy Qur'an 
?ays s 
"And neither does he speak out of his own desire s that 
(which he conveys to you) is but (a divine) inspiration 
/ 
with which he is being inspired" 
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The rigidity in Bhc-4riah is not to crush the 
individual. freedoin or choice but to create a most 
f oristru rt i vp atmosphere for the development of mankind 
which of course is deeply intermjjagled with the destiny 
<if pvery individual. 
Theoretically, flexibility unfolds in ideological 
broadness whi chy<rnturn will give both the individual 
<;nd soc j ety a< 1 ar ge amount of freedom in the practical 
fieldu "Hrenuine flexibility offers immense opportunity 
for evaluation and the critical appraisal of ideas in 
the spectrum of Shariah. The erngj^gence ^ B'f different 
groups in Ky*-1 am like Khawarij, Mutasilites, Ahl-Al-
Sunnahr Shia etc. testifies this. In the field of fiqh 
<;1F-O the fame tendency is visiMe in^ the forms of]^ 
various schools of law: Hanafi, Maliki, Shafit, Hanball 
ctr. Nobody regards any of these groups out of Islam. 
Holy Qur'an says! 
"And upon thee (too) have we bestowed from on high this 
reminder, so that thou might make clear unto mankind 
all that has ever been thus bestowejj^upon them, and 
9 they might take thought" „ 
"(All) this have we expounded in this) blessed divine 
writ which we have revealed unto thee, (o Muhammad) so 
th<;t Hit--?-! may poncier over it? rnessageiH, and that those 
^ 10 
who &re endowed with insight may take Jtrfiem to heart" 
"Bpholdr Wf have hee-towed it from on high as a 
discourse in the Arabic tongue, so that^^ou might 
encompass it with your reason" 
"Who listen <closely) tn all that is said, and follow 
the best of is (for) it is they whom God has graced 
with His guidance, and it is the;^j,^^ho are (truly) 
12 
endowed with insight" 
V e r i l y , God d o e s n o t c h a n g e m e n ' s condi t j r -on u n l e s s 
,.13 
they ch=inge their inner selves" 
.Tn all these Nusus of Qu r' an , Allah, the Creator 
of Universes addresses the humanity, more precisely its 
reasoinuQ power to carve a constructive way with in 
the four walls of Shariah. Thinking process is 
fssentjal for flexibility. If freedom of thought is 
given, (as the dfur'an indicates in clear terms that 
there is unlimited scope for thoughts) there will be, 
ofcourse, flexibility and room for new ideas. Holy 
Messenger clearly said! 
"If a judge interprets and gives a right judgment he 
14 
will have earned two rewards" 
ThJ? F-ayJng of the N o M e Me^f^enger shows how 
unequivocally Islam repudiates all tendencies of 
ciotimatj c rigidity. Following saying of the Messenger is 
classic in this field. "Differences of opinion among 
•15 
the learnedXof my community are a bless" 
JnHt.aTic.PH of FlpxihJJJt 
a) Marrolevpl I. pgiBJat-i on not Hjcrolpvels 
> 
Generally Shariah legislates at macrolevel 
(general) principles) leaving minutest detail to be 
worked out by Ummah. This is not a mistake or weakness 
tin the part of the Law Giver.^1€» does it deliberately 
with the intention of enabling Ummah to work out minute 
detaiJs according to the time and space. This is a 
mercy from Allah. Holy Messenger said:. 
"God has enjoinea ceri-am cnjoinments, so do not 
abandon them. He has imposed certain limits, so dp^ not 
transgress them, he has prohibited certain things, so 
do not fall in to them. He has remained silent about 
many things, out of mercy and deliberations , as He 
never forgets, so do not ask me about them" 
Again he instructed his followers to avoid asking 
his guidance on every issue. Said he: 
"Do not ask me about matters which I have left 
unspoken! for^ behold, there were people before you 
who went, to their doom because they had put too many 
questions to their prophets and there uoen disagreed 
(£\l.nut their teachings). The r ef ore j'^ '^ f I command you 
anything, do of it as much as you sre able to do and 
•17 if I forbid you anything, abstain from it" u^ 
Tslaiii js the religion for ever, so ni^turally it 
has to take in to account of the entire course of 
human hif-tory while ] egi slating ^ ince the dawn of the 
civilization human society has been advancing to more 
hiciher levels, Jnspite of the changes in basic needs 
and modalities, humanity has not changed j^rrr" its 
fsf-enre. At the same time detailed appl i CigtlTion of these 
modalities have to be worked out in every fresh step in 
jtt. riiovpment„ That is why Shariah del i berate 1 y^,„,«rt?o ids 
detailed rulers on relevant subj ects .^-'wjoting an 
nmagiiiary conversation between a Faqih and person 
advocating for fresh I<j^ihad, who happens to be a 
convert to Islam, A]lama Asad writes! "But is it 
necessary to have sucXan all-embracing legislation"? 
<isks the convert ,^/"Pid the Law-Giver really intend to 
let every movement of our hands, every turn of our 
heads, every step that we make, he regulated and 
rigidly fixed by law"?. Did He rally intend to make 
the MusHttis in to a community of automata running like 
a clock-work to the dictates of a most minute 
iiierhaiij cf;} fyftem of Jaw covering every detail of our 
lives"? Did He not like highest type of man freely 
cbcdJent to the eternal-law disciplined in his thoughts 
and actions ? courageous in the exercise of his 
intellect, ever hent on finding deeper truth in God's 
Message, and on improving his social organization", 
"Does not all this imply man's constant use of his 
intellect?. Does it not imply that the Shariah was 
never meant to he a rage for human endeavor but, 
rather, a Divine frame work of law on the basis of 
M/hich man, aided by his unceasing Ijtihad, could rise 
to 
achievement?' 
the greatest hights of knowledge and 
TfiP PoJ.itiral Laws of Shariah 
The most classical examples of these kinds of 
legislation <macrolevel) can be seen in the political 
laws of Islam. Political life, as known to every body, 
is the most e-nHeirged form of societal life. But even in 
this field Shariah satisfies with some basic 
injurtions. Put these injuctions are clear in their 
wording and sufficient to draw the theoretical base for 
Muslim life. Political laws of Islam are based on the 
two most fundamental concepts: the sovereignty s of 
lUtf 
AlJah anci the Bhura (the Principles of Cons^ul tati on) . 
Sovereignty of Allah implies His complete authority 
uvcr al3 vifible and invisible affairs in the spectrum 
of Islamic state. It negates all authorities which 
tiirertly or indirectly challenges His will. Holy 
Qur'an says: 
"Those who do not jiidge by what God has reveled-/ those 
19 indeed are the evil doers" 
The firinciples of consultation is infact an 
offshoot of Allah's sovereignty. If Allah is the only 
Dnjque and Supreme Being. It follows that all others 
are equal and nobody has any special status. In the 
realm of politics, it brings an idea that every body 
should be heard and the decision affecting the public 
ihould be taken only after due consultation among them. 
That is what Qur'an says: 
"Their (the Believer's) communal business (amr) is to 
20 be (transacted in) consu 1 tat>crh among themselves" 
"Take coiinse] with them in all communal business (amr)j 
and when you have decided on a course of action, place 
your trust in God" 
These two are the basis of all political laws of 
Islam, to be called as Islamic state, a state should 
l U l 
confirm on-iy to thif. fundamente^l law. During the time 
of the Pious Khaliphs Ummah adopted Khilaphat system. 
But that was nnt the only true form of Islamic 
administrative system? only one among many. They 
;.;dopted KhiJaphat because of its suitability to their 
simple conditions. Now Ummah is different from what it 
was 14 renturies ago. Muslims are more than one 
billion, speard over Muslim and non-Muslim countries 
a n over the world. So it is unwise and impracticable 
to argue for the same outer expressions of 
(Administrative system of the Pious Khali phs. Ummah has 
all right to adopt any political system which it 
wishes, keeping the challenges of time and space. But 
what ever out expression it acquires, it should be 
fully in conformity with the political laws of Islam 
enshrined in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. 
Asad writes: "Jf we examine objectively the 
political ordinances of Qur'an and Sunnah, we find 
that they do not lay down any specific form of state 
that is to say, the Shariah does not prescribe any 
definite pattern to which an Islamic state must 
conform, nor does it elaborate it a detailed 
<oustitutional theory "TThe political law emerging from 
the context of Qur'an and Sunnah is nevertheless not an 
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•j 13 u so cm. It j r- vpry vivid and concrete in £\s much as 
it gives us the clear outline of a political scheme 
<af<ah:ie of r eal i r'at i on at all times and under all 
conditions of human life- But precisely because it was 
meant to be rpali:-;ed at all times B.nd under all 
conditions, that scheme has been offered in outline 
(inly and not in detail. Man's political, social and 
economic needs are time "-bound and, therefore, 
fxtreiiie] y variable. Rigidly fiKed enactments and 
institutions could not possibly do justice to this 
natural trend toward variation; and so the Shariah 
does not attempt the impossible. Being a Divine 
ordinance, it duly anticipates the fact of historical 
evolution, and confronts the believer with no more than 
<•; very limited number of broad political principles, 
beyond that, it leaves a vast field of constitution 
making activity, of governmental methods, and of day to 
day legislation to the Ijtihad of the time 
concerned ,.c'P 
(b) Ciradoal. not Abrupt Lpgis.1 ation 
Generally laws are framed very swiftly. Apart from 
brit^f parliamentary discussions law makers do not take 
steps to gauge the public notions and mentally prepare 
thfnt to cope with th^^laws. This results in the utter 
failures of laws. Bhariah has taken in to consideration 
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(if thJfi impDrtant, factor, even in the field of 
prohibition, it's approach has been to prepare man to 
(Ope with the realitie? of .legislation before it is 
promulgated. Prohibition of wine gives a classical 
fxample. Baid Ramdan writes: "A good example is the 
prohibition of intoxicants. It was gradually 
prohibited, firpt with Ouranic wordss " They questigj 
thee about intoxicants and games of chance. Say, In 
lioth 3S great sin and some utility for men, but sin of 
them is greater than their utility" ^^^There is not, in 
this text, a definite prohibition of intoxicants. Then 
were revealed the words of the Qur'ans "Oye who 
be.lieve, i)ttoxi cants and games of chance and 
sacrificing to stones setup and divining by arrows arts 
only unr1eanness, the devil's work ! So shun it that 
you may succeed" 
A probing of these texts reveals that all the 
Quranic texts about intoxicants had been heading 
towards their prohibition. The first text stresses 
their evil as against their utility inorder to 
f-timulate a moral deterrent. The second text 
stigmatizes intoxicants as spoiling prayer, and forbid 
dr.inkt'rs from until they a.re sober, thus backing the 
moral deterrent by the inescapable necessity of 
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avnjding d ruvikenne-B?. in order to be able to perform the 
five obligatory daily prayers a>^he proper times. In 
the third te;;t the Qu r ' an ,\reF-c r i bes into; i cants as the 
"devil's work''>Cogether with their prohibition. The 
Mm-lJm soriety had been gradually prepared for such a 
forbidding intoxi cants l>-ad been revealed, the Muslims 
poured forth on the ground all intoxicants which they 
had stored. History records that on the very day of its 
prohibition wine flowed in the streets of Madinah'L 
Aiiother classical example is the implementation of 
the Uqubat (Criminal Laws) of Islam. Islamic government 
(an introduce this only if all conditions which compel 
one to commit the crimes are totally absent in the 
foriety. A precedent set forth by Hazrath Umer 
clarifies this: "It was reported to Omar that some 
hoys jn the service of one Harith Ibn Abi Balta,a had 
stolen the she-camel of a man from the tribe of Musanah 
when Omar questioned the boys they admitted the theft. 
So he ordered their hands to be cut. But on second 
thoughts he said" By God I would cut their hands if I 
did not know that you employ these boys and starve 
them. So that they would be permitted to eat that which 
is prohibited unto them" Then he addressed their 
(••mployer saying By God, Since I have not cut their 
hands I am gong to penalise you with a fine that shalJ.^ 
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paJi i y n u " rimi he ord&/^ed hJm t o pay d o u b l e t h e p r i c e of 
she - c a m e l ^ y 
<c) Necessity makes prohibited things permissible. 
Thf Law Giver jp fulJy aware of the human nature 
and its compulsions. He says: 
"G(>ci doefi not burden any human being with more then j he 
is able to bear" ' « 
Bo Bhariah does not see, any wrong if one commits 
sin out of compulsions. Holy Qur'an illustrates this 
poj nts s 
"He has forbidden to you only carrion, ctnd blood, and 
the flesh of swine, and that over which any name other 
than God's has been invoked, but if one is driven by 
necessity neither carving nor exceeding his immediate? 
need no sin shall be upon him! for, behold, God is much 
,,28 forgiving, a dispenser of a grace" 
These verses are testim(u>y to the humanistic 
approach of Shariah. 
imoj j*
<d) Bhfiriahs Neither HedonisJ^f "O'' Ascetic, but 
Welfare Oriented i 
Law js for human beings not vice versa. Ideal law 
visualizes both spiritual and temporal needs of man in 
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reaJ pt-r fcpe r t j ve and 3 egj P-3 ates to achieve harrnany 
between two sides of this one and the same reality,, 
Merp a3sp one can <?ee the imh£<lanced approaches of 
Western, Mosaic and Christian laws. West mainly sees 
man H9- a hfrion-istjc creature and legislates to bring 
him maximum pleasure at the cost of his spiritual well-
heJTig, whereas Christjan and Jewish systems are mainly 
concerned with divine aspect of human life, and their 
3ega] system have nothing-to say about man and his 
practical problems.V^ut Shariah fills this vaccum™ 
BharJah considers human life in its totality and 
legislates for each every dimension of his life, even 
though with varied frequej>lfy, considering the vastness 
of these dimensions . ^ t has laws dealing recreations 
and u|i to the most complex international relations. Its 
main concern is human welfare? welfare in its manifold 
fiirnensi ons, J t stands for t+ie protection of five basic 
things in human life:^n"hese are called Five Universals 
cr "Ku3 3iyat al-khams" , they are protection of 
religion, protection of lineage, protection of 
property. Pome 3ater jurists have made the addition of 
29 
protection of prestige" 
i07 
<e) FShnriah ( trnf^ififrn both AsceT-irisim and Wastagp of 
evRry thing which has utility Condemnatory 
Holy Gur'iui ?-ay&5 
"Say who is thprp tn forbJd the beauty which God has 
brought forth His creatures, and the good things from 
amoitg the meanp of sii stenance"? Say "They are (lau^ful) 
in the life of this world unto all who have attained to 
30 faith -to be theirs alone on Resurrection Day" 
Miihammad Asad explains this verse s "By declaring 
that all good and beautiful things of ~- i.e., those 
which are not expressly prohibited - are lawful to the 
believers, the Qur'an condemns, by implication, all 
forms of ;i i f p~denying asceticism, world -- renunciation 
and self mortification. While, in the life of this 
world, those good things stre shared by believers and 
unbelievers alike, they will be denied to the latter 
in the hereafter"' 
Thus Shariah places man in a bc-ilaxnced position 
freeing him from all extreme, burdensome and liberal 
laws. Jt instills in his soul a creative fire capable 
of guiding him through the difficult path of individual 
i;nd social 1 i f e . 
10>5 
CONCLUSION 
Sharjflh -after centuries of deep interaction with 
countless social orders ~ has come to the cross roads 
<;t the turn of this ?Oth century. As historically 
demonstrated, Shariah is fully competent to guard its 
|ir:istJne clarity, in other words, it will be safe in 
the lines of Qur'an and the Sunnah. JEKiT, this mere 
v-urvival will not serve any purpo>« for the realization 
of which Shariah stands f o r . ^ ^ n order to make Shariah 
<igain a living reality scholars and others who Bre 
wellversed in the techniques of Shariah should apply 
their intellect to face the challenges of the ever 
changing social sphere in^Crie light of broad guidelines 
provided Bhar i ah. V^.^^ real vision of Shariah is very 
essential in this process. If we do not have this 
will be impossible to re-construct the society on 
Shariahtic lines. The aim of this study is to present 
th<- recUity of Shariah before both scholars and 
laymen. The core idea of this study can be summarieed 
1 i k e t h i s 
•1. The motive forces behind Shariah and all other 
systems are different. Shariah emerges from 
infallible and unchangeable divine will whereas 
other systems are from fallible and changeable 
human will 
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"p, n»i.ly Ha3y Our'an and the Sunnah are the real and 
eternal source of ?3hariah all other sources B.r^ 
i-erondary and hound to change. 
3. The real and the eternal Shariah is very simple 
and free of all ambiguities. It is what has come 
in the Nass ordinances of Qur'an and Sunnah. 
4. Pased on the firm principles of Nass Shciriah 
allows flexibility-
r>. BharJcTh and fiqh are two entirely different 
concepts. The former emerges from the all 
embracing divine will and the latter is the 
product of fallible human wisdom. 
6. A roriipreht-np3 ve Islamic theory of law is yet to be 
explored. In exploring this, inquiry should be 
(oiidurted in to Bhariah's metaphysical origin and 
its development through Qur'an and Sunnah. The 
f.rnceSB of its interaction with countless social 
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